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BIG THINGS FOR GALLUP
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ROAD POW WOW
Thru efforts of the McKinley Counanother
ty Chamber of Commerce
meeting to consider claims of the
road was held at
Holbrook last Saturday. It appears
from reports that there was no concrete understanding among the delegates just what they were there for,
resulting in some confusing statements, but did result in becoming better acquainted with each other.
The
k
road is alone:
the National Highway route and that
highway is going to be built. It can
not, nor will not be built in a day,
month or perhaps some time to come.
Road building is yet in the first
stages. But this route, along the
Santa Fe railroad, will be the road
from coast to coast. It is highly
proper for the McKinley
County
Chamber of Commerce to keep eteron
nally
the job.
Among those who attended from
Gallup, we note that C. M. Rouse,
Secretary Phenicie, Nick Hengel, for
Chamber of Commerce, attended.
The St. Johns delegation was there
and took leading interest, Mr. Becker
Was there, as he is always present at
road meetings within a radius of 400
nules of Springerville.
Lupton-Holbroo-

k

Lupton-Holbroo-

STYLE SHOP OPENING.
Mr. I. Czarlinsky, manager of the
next
jew Style Shop, to be opened
'
Tuesday at the Sampson comer,
us that he will have one of the
linest Style Shops in the West. There
some delay in receiving some of the
Jtures, but just as soon as the comarrive, and the stocks are
pete, Gallup will have a real city-lik- e
fix-Wr- es

oylt

Shop.

"July 21), 1122.
'The Galhip Herald, Gallup,

New

Mexico, U. S. A.
I am here since the
"Gentlemen:
22nd of June, at the old home, and
would like to receive The Gullup Herald so that
nay see how my friends
are doing there. Please send it to me.
"Yours iaithfully,
"John Kennedy,
"Aidara, County Donr.egal, Ireland.
"P. S. If The Gallup Herald so desires I will write you a letter, about
conditions in Ireland, us 1 see and find
them."
If Mr. Kennedy will write us the
I' tter, we will take pleasure in giving
it publication, that our renders may
news of conditions in
gel first-han- d
Editor.
Ireland.
1

SCHOOL BUDGET CUT.
Commis-Kio- n
Ey an act of the State Tax
the McKinley county school
teachers
budget will be cut so that
who received $120 per month will have
to take $90. This act may cause the
Superresignation of several teachers.
cut to
intendent Brose will fight this teachthe last ditch. He can not askHe ha?
ers to work for such wages.
most proseverything reudy forin the
the history of
perous school year
the county, and in view of the fact
that the school levy for Mckinley
t undercounty is very low he can should
be
stand why his school budget
since State Auditor
cut, especially
and
John Joerns approved the budgetBrose
even allowed an addition. Mr.
is very much disappointed at the
action of the State Tax Commission.
Common laborers command and get
into as much as $8 and to$10 pu day.
give nine
yet we expect teachers at
starvation
months of their time
wh on
Mr. Brcse is very
wages.

the war path.
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ALCUQUERQUE, SSPTEZH 7

REPUBLICAN STATE

s,

A delegate convention of the Republicans of the StaU of
New Mexico, is hereby called to meet at Albuquerque, New
Mexico, on the 7th day of September, A. D., 1922, at two o'clock
P. M. of the said day, for the purpose of nominating candidate!
for United States Senator, Member of Congress, and the different state offices, and for such other matters that may come
before the said Convention.
,:.
. The
following, nominations to be duly selected td the said RepobUou
made:
umvention are hereby ratified.
1 Candidate
for United States Sen
The Chairmen of the various county
ator, for the term of six Tears.
Central Committees and of the Con
1 Candidate
for Representative to ty Conventions are hereby requested
h
tne
Congress of the to see that the credentials of the dais-gat- es
United States, for the term of two
selected art in the hands of the
years,
of the Republican Stats
Secretary
1 Candidate
lor Justice of the Su Central Committee, at Santo Fs up to
preme Court of the State of New and including, noon of the 6th day of
Mexico to fill the unexpired term September, and not later than
eight
caused by the Resignation of Chief o'clock of the 7th day of
Justice Roberts, for the term of two 1922, at Albuquerque, New September,
Mexico.
years
In
county where there la na
1 Candidate
for Governor, for the CountyanyCentral Committee, the call
term oi two years.
for the
Conventions shall be
1 Candidate
for Lieutenant Gover issued byCounty
the members of the Stats
nor, for the term ef two years. Central
Committee
for the said
1 Candidate
for Secretary of State, County.
lor tne term oi two years.
if any, should be placed
1 Candidate
for State Auditor, for in Contests,
the hands of the Secretory of ths
tne term oi two years.
Republican Central Committee
1 Candidate
for State Treasurer, later than eight o'clock of ths not
for the term of two years.
of September, 1922, at Albuquer1 Candidate
for Attorney General, day
New Mexico.
que,
for the term of two years.
Proxies
for delegates to the said
1 Candidate
for Superintendent of
Public Instruction, for the term of convention shall be governed by ths
nuies ana jieguiauons adopted by the
two years.
1 Candidate
for Commissioner of Republican State Central Committaa
Public Lands, for the term of two hereto attached.
Where a leclalative district
mm.
years.
1 Candidate
for Corporation Com posed of more than one conntv thai
candidates for ths said district for
missioner, lor tne term or six years, ths
legislature shall be nominated at
The Different Counties shall be ento be held a time and
titled in the State Convention to one s convention
place and in ths manner detsTWsd
delegate for every one hundred votes upon
by the Chairmen of ths respecor a fraction over fifty, based on the
Vote cast for the Republican Candi tive county committees comprUinf
date for Congress, from New Mexico ths said Legislative District
The Republican Central Committee,
at the election held in November,
as now composed is hereby called to
1920, vit:
meet at Albuquerque, New Mexico, at
. 4 ten o'clock
Bernalillo
A. M., on ths 7th day of
Catron
- 5 September, 1922, for ths purpose of
.
. 16 passing on contests, if any and for ths
Chavez
32 preparation of the temporary roll of
Colfax
8 delegates, as well as the
Curry i.
temporary
De Kaca
organization of the said Republican
26 Convention, and for such other mat- Dona Ana
ters as may come before ths said
Eddy ' ;..- Grant -- .2
- 21 Committee. y ... :
15
Guadalupe .The State Central Committee, and.
6
Harding
County Central Committees must be '
Hidalgo .
created in conformity with ths Rules
2 and
lea
Regulations adopted by the Stats
14 Central
Lincoln .
Committee, and hereto at- 8 tached.
I una
.
The Different Counties are
15
.
McKinley
entitled to the following representa21 tion in
Mora
the State Central Committee, '
12 viz:
Otero
11
Quay
K9
Rio Arriba
Bernalillo
4
5
.
Roosevelt .
Catron
2
.
11
Sandoval .
Chaves .
3
9 Colfax
San Juan
4
51
.
San Miguel
.
8
34 Curry
Santa Fe
De Baca
2
;
8
.
Sierra
2
Eddy
'
25 Grant
Socorro .
2
25
Taos
2
16 Guadalupe
.
.
Torrance .
.
2
26 Harding
Union
.
2
. 24 Hidalgo
Valencia .
Lea .
2
Lincoln
2
545 Luna
Total .
.
.
2
.
8
w...
The Chairmen of the various Coun McKinley
Mora
8
. .
ty Republican Central Committees are Otero
8
hercbv reauested to call ummy ion
I
ventions for the purpse of selecting Quay
4
the delegates from the said counties Rio Arriba
2
to the State Convention in the num Roosevelt
8
her nhove designated. All county con Sandoval
2
ventions held prior to the date of this San Juan
San Miguel
5
call, where delegates may have been
Fe
Santa
4
2
Sierra .
Socorro
4
Taos .
8
Torrance 8
Union
I
8
Union .
3
Valencia
8
.
Mxty-eight-
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WHEHE DO WE GO FROM HEER, BOYS?

LUPTON-HOLBROO-

f

The McKinley County Chamber of Commerce is author

for giving out some big items of news for Gallup, which
que Friday
day for The Gallup ity
restored to 1921, or war time nuiuiu-- , wiu(press
we
sum up as follows:
are
we
tn
oivo
urmnip
on September 1, yerday.
details. From reports we can say
Santa Fe railroad passenger service will be improved so
JEiwss done in compliance with the any
that the radical labor elements made as to
accommodate Phoenix and the Parker cut-o- ff
01 the lialiup American
sections.
an
to
the
eiiort
convention.
This
This is to be done by making Ashfork one of the main divisSopany to pay as much in wages as is in keepinggrab
with
the
command
such
by
wages
coal
producers,
other
labor leaders to all subordinate labor
ion points. Probably moving all round house and 6hops from
Sarins been authorized by Eastern bodies to
grab all political convenNeedles to Ashfork, giving Needles one passenger train per
from tions from Maine to Florida. Radical day each way. This will necessitate
heommand was issuedGovern-Ztlabor leaders pick on certain political
enlarging the shops at
Federal
the
WMhinrton by
leaders whom they believe in sympaGallup, giving Gallup the headquarters for general superin"Produce
to
coal
producers
to
with their motives and push them tendent's office, one of the Santa Fe main
hospitals at GalWinter is approaching and thy
with alt
lup, and in all adding about one thousand more Santa Fe
LT thousands will suffer if there tion on the fuss possible for nominatickets.
DemoThe
political
and the shortage of coal cratic
earners for Gallup. All of which will mean Gallup,
party furnishes the route of wage
coal
wmT about by the nation-wid- e
least resistance for radicals, is why Ashfork, Phoenix, via the Parker cut-o- ff
route.
W0U1O mean niav
""" radicals throw in with the Democratic
atriiS
With this bit of big news for GalluD. we call attention
?
aunt thousands of oeonle party.
to the fact that many thousands of dollars are being spent
fw (m inevitable unless the coal At this
by
Friday noon, there the
inducers get busy at once and pro- - is a bitter writing,
Gallup American Coal Comfcanv in develonment. of thuir
in
Demothe
State
fight
If the coal producers cratic convention
coal properties, mainly Mine No. 5. This will enable this
between the conserFedcould not produce coal then the
vative wing of the State Democratic
forced
to
be
would
company to produce many times more than its present coal
eral Government
party and the radical element. If output.
Other coal companies in this district contemplate
over the coal mines and relieve the radicals win it will
mean the
tfat situation.
doom and death of the New Mexico
big
improvements.
"War Time" wages Democratic
By paying
party. If the conservaWe also call attention to the fact that the Harvev House
Beans that many of the experienced tives win it will mean that the New
down
as
much
as
addition will accommodate many times more than its rresent
can
pull
eoal diggers
Mexico Democratic party will at least
120 per day. High cost of the pro- retained its respectability.
capacity, and this work is well under way.
duction of coal will greatly hamper
Our great coal beds are here to stav to the end of
unless
and
of
copper,
the production
will soon
time. Geographically we are located just right for general
copper can be produced there
of coal, which
be an
AND BRUNO headquarters for the superintendent, for one of the main
means tnai miners win uun ue jum,
division points Gallup is to be New Mexico's largest and
before
the
strike,
where they were
most important industrial city.
or
three days per
ARRESTED
that is, working two
week. When two or three days per
weak work will be all that can be
What appears to be the most daring
will
given by the producers then we
at dynamiting property was disbe back just where we were before the plot
COUNTY REPUBLICAN CONVENTION
covered Thursday night by officials
W. P. Seyfred and
A neat deal of the coal of the and the arrest of
Andrew Bruno. Seyfred is the presi
Galhip district is used by the copper dent of the New Mexico State FederMines, wnen ine cosi oi coai produc- ation of
Labor, and Andrew Bruno is
The McKinley county Republican convention will be held
tion is so great that copper mines can a taxi
driver, both of Albuquerque.
not produce copper then there will
this Saturday afternoon
the court house at 2 :30 for the purfound
bombs
were
is
that
It
alleged
y
of coal in this
feen be an
of
to
to
obtained
show
the State Republican convention to
and
information
that
pose
electing
delegates
action, as was the case before the
the Raton tunnel was to be blown up. be held in Albuqurque, September 7. All delegates should
time of the strike.
It is known that many are dissatis- report to Chas. W. Davis, county
Now that the "War Time" wages
Republican secretary, not
the way the recent railroad
have been restored, meaning high cost fied with
2 o'clock, this afternoon.
later
than
but
to
back
it
went
trainmen
work,
ef coal, the buck will be passed on to was
hoped that the radicals were in
tpe public as the public must pay the small
war. Mr. Gould was en route home
minority, and that the safe HONOR MEDALS OF
the cost of everything.
and sane element of labor
Commenting on the fact that coal tions were so much in the organizaNAPOLEON WARS from Seattle, Wash., where he atmajority
tended the convention of Veterans of
diggers' wages would go back to "War that the trouble was over with. The
Time" wages, we were told by a
Edward Hart has in his possession Foreign Wars. Mr. Gould was able
New
of
the
of
arrest
the
to land the 1923 convention for his
president
Gallup Democrat that it meant prosMexico Federation of Labor, whether several honor medals which were home town single handed, being the
discoal
of
this
to
the
diggers
to
awarded
relatives
of
his for their
perity
was
sensational and
only one from his tpwn to attend the
producing guilty or not,blow very
trict, as well as in all coal
to organized labor services in the British armies of the convention. He presented
-.
is a great
the beauties
districts.
wars.
Maurice
Napoleon
Fittgibboti,
.
state.
of
this
and
attractions of Norfolk, Va., and
We fail to see the "prosperity." As
Mr. Hart's grandfather, was awarded
is
whether
No
matter
Seyfred
.guilty
while
other cities had many delegates
eoal enters into so many of our manu- services in the battles of to
or not, Rome one is guilty, and the a medal for v,;...n.
for them in efforts to land the
facturing industries the price of many
r
0j 1923pull
I
some
hand
shows
.
that
at
information
Kerns will be advanced
yet Mr. Gould, alone,
shoes, hats, r.li,-- l
Toulouse, in the war during the time took contention,
blame.
is
advocate
to
lhnr
clothing, canned goods, packing house
t0 J"14- Another medal to home the convention for 1923 back
.,..v,
ni n.Bl( favnmhlo for f 17i'
,ln
with him.
Maunw Fitztribhon for service in the
products, paper and many other items. labor unions, but
help to create dis- We favor the working classes to
Dr. Willson enjoyed the short visit
June 8. 1815.
ttle
f
labor
astrous
,of)Va,'rlV0'
public opinion against .
I hUfiA
unmn nf
t every cent due them. But the war
wirlil o with his old war time friend very
over. The end of inflated costs and
most
Maurice much and promised Mr. Gould to atimportant history.
inch.
It
not
one
anarchists
ica
for
consequent high prices Should end
seek to Fitzgibbon was a member of the tend the 1923 convention at Norfolk.
with the end of the war. A natural is a shame that anarchists
Grenadier Guards.
murderous
out
their
by
plots
Standard of prices governed by supply carry
An uncle of Mr. Hart was awarded
unions
lanor
oi
members
becomine
and demand should prevail. Healthy
Uo,i.ra i.l lnhnr medals for service in the Crimean war
become
then
and
prosperity can come only thru natural un ions. It is a disgrace to our Nation
1Hl54,;,with.thDe ,W151lth Funilleni, in
G. TRACY
HON.
values of supply and demand, and any
Balaklave, Inkermann
law- - the
hire
trickster
can
anarchists
that
ether course means that the public
It ami neuuHiopuj.
acts.
lawless
defend
vers
their
to
will be robbed to the amount of the
These medals, now in the possession
VISITS GALLUP
to our moddifference between inflated and nat-v- is a damnable indictment
civilization that an- of Mr. Hart, are prized as family
Christian
and
ern
values.
mute
bearing
testimony
labor memTo Gallup and this whole section of archists can claim union
of some of the world's most important
the West the resumption of the pro- bers as allies.
wel
as
as
heroism.
Hon. F. G. Tracy, candidate for the
battles
If Seyfred is guilty of this alleged
duction, of copper would mean prosnomination on the Republican ticket
one
and
be
should
he
act
every
hung,
for United States senator, was in
perity. If the cost of the production with him in the
plot should be hung.
ef coal exceeds what the market will
Gallup during the week. Mr. Tracy
and
decent
is
the
time
for
WORLD WAR FRIENDS
was accompanied
pay for copper then Gallup and the It
by Mrs. Tracy,
members of labor unions to
MEET IN GALLUP coming overland in their automobile.
West must suffer.
them
drive
out
the
anarchists
drive
The command of the Federal gov
Mr. Tracy claims that his candidacy
would mad dogs!
would swing a heavy vote from the
ernment to coal producers to "Produce out as they
Va.,
B.
of
Gould
Wm.
Portsmouth,
Coal" may avert general suffering of
Democratic to the Republican ticket in
stopped over in Gullup this week to his section, the Roswell valley counthe public during this winter, but
G.
the
Dr.
H.
Willson,
FROM IRELAND.
visit his friend,
such will not establish correct values,
first meeting of the two since the try.Mr.
and as long as incorrect velues prebeen
Tracy is a successful banker,
World War, they having
together
vail.' the public will suffer not in
The Gallup Herald is in receipt of a in France and Germany during the farmer and stockman.
forced
in
to
freezing
death, but
being
letter from Mr. .Tohn Kennedy, well
to pay "War Time prices at a time and
favorably known in Gallup and
when "Peace
Timo" nrirpc fibmllH
vicinity, now visiting his old home in
prevail.
Ireland. The letter follows:
over-supp- ly

;

NUMBER 2.

'

were posted Wednesday
Notices
The New Mexico State
Com-S- n,
v. the Gallup American Coal would convention is in session in Democratic
Albuquercoal
wages
diggers'
that

fw"
7vi

,'!

GALLUP, NEW MEXICO, SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 2, 1922

ffAR TIME WAGES
SEPTEMBER

'.f.

-

...

Total
80
Done at Santa Fe, New Mexico, the
22nd day of August, A. D. 1922.

Attest:

Chairman.

'

JOSE D. SENA,

Secretary.

,

'

JUDGE HOLLOMAN
HERE TUESDAY
Judge Reed Holloman "was hers
Tuesday to look after court matters.
Judge Holloman seeks to keep tne
McKinley county docket clear of all
cases, and if any cases holds over it
will not be his fault.
Judge Holloman is very popular
with all good people, so much so that
he is almost sure to be ths nomine
on the Republican ticket for Governor
to succeed Governor Mechem.

GREATEST ON RECORD
The Defiance Coal Company

report

the greatest output of coal for August in the history of that mine. This
is remarkable, since the Defiance was
hampered as much or mors than any '
other mine in this district by Intimidation methods
against .their;, eoal;
diggers. By the protection given by
State guards, and by the efficient
management of the Defiance suosrla '
Undent, and ths loyalty of hit vtr J
I
ths Defiance mads the graatet
for last month, Angus t, In Ct
of tbsmiM.
.
. .

rtz
t'r
V

,

i

r

CCG TO H2X
Vartviae rH
are stain to
Theatre each Sunday
bi
i The .lateat feature
arI.adtt
cta J
r uau
un, unana
ihtrmTaea- - jt

RICH SWISS SETTINGS

.

An Alpine hotel, perfect in every
detail, was one of the striking; set.
for "Beyond the
tings constructed
Rocks," Elinor Glyu's story which has
as a
been translated to the screen
,
Paramount picture starring-- Gloria
Swan son and which will be seen at the
Rex theatre next week. Picturesque
Alpine climbers, guides, tourists, the
various characters seen about a tav
ern in the Swis mountains, people the
set which is the scene of some allur
ing action for the story. A company
of Tyrolean musicions and dancers
made not only delightful music but
real characteristic
with
danced
charm. The set was handsomely dec
orated and the flowers that adorn the
tables of the tavern are Swiss ever,
lasting blossoms.

shows

vaudeville
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r

t

t
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HHL-Jiea- ai

ta

1
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L. tVJ--ix
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rrszn

r

r
ott

teacaer aaa wui
wtater.
f J.
r
hat ffooe to the
J txt.. si and taken her
f
v z,
tarjr 0. J&Naill with her.
L2a Venue Chapman has com to
IT
Aruwta, to attend High school
)
Kaadam haa gom to
l LrtUa
Utah, to attend High school.
j,
7 X D. A. KsSaon entertained her
mbUs
f4
raiecon
. la her homo
. ..Fri? xauowi putywa weir
well and their
selections
i
-i
i
aayrawd thamselrts Re-asi
t i?auaa wfJi their profress.
m aarvta ana tames
i. res
j'rrfd. Then war S prsent
v hM COM ta Aatee for the
Walton from 8aa Juan
tei
the Day place and will be
t l!ix ue wintar zor scnooi.

U -tis
.1 fcr-

I

J

ia
m

m

i

r-s-

CADC7TIIAKXS
r

fx.

Mrs. Henry

and

X

aad

Sabsjrt

Langhurst,
Langhurst,

ire

offerings
many acts of kindness and
ia taeir sad bereavement

Cl

a&J

trtJtf
f

in the amusement field. The
offering; will be presented in novel
manner, beautifully gowned, up to the
minute material. Deciai aeu. and on

novation

the whole will make up a pleasing
and entertaining; bill of high class
vaudeville.
The Bert Lew circuit.
Doing tne largest popular priced vaudeville circuit in the world ta In a
position to offer the best obtainablo
in the vaudeville field. Whether you
like novelties or are a lover of laugh
ter you will find that each week you
can revel in clean and entertaining
amusement at these shows.

The butcher "threw in" a chunk of

liver.
The merchant "threw in" a oair of
suspenaers witn every suit.
the
swatted
Nobody
fly.'
Nobody listened in on the telephone.
mere were no eiectnc meters.
Nobody wore a wrist watch.
had
Nobody
appendicitis.
Nobody observed a sane Fourth.
wore
shoes.
white
Straw stacks were burned instead
Nobody
of baled.
Monody sprayed orchards.
Nobody knew about radio.
Publishing a newspaper was not a
Most young men had "livery bills." business, it was a dueling game.
Farmers came to town for their There were no Bolshevists nor
mail .
'i'sms."
The safety razor had not introduced
Many people read by the candle or
'

full

the

of

clean-shave-

face.

n

man-bird- s.

et

Iron" for Rum Hunting

ycfii

--

II

I

03

In Haid to Iw HrhtHlulrit fur a detail atopping hoorh smuKRllnfc
noma fairly bavy artillery, which the crew m to be
here getting
wan taken In th Waahlnifton navy yard,
cruise. The i'-'rh: patrol off the Grand Bunks.
rhlUiar the Beaaca was called after several months'

rrtHB United State coast fuard cutter
J, along the Atlantic coast. She carries
,, ready for use on her
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-
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Celelbirafte

peeing
Mew Store With
Special Sale

BEGINNING TODAY, SATURDAY, AND CLOSES
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 9

ALL

SUMER

ical

Reproducing Instruments Are Incorporated
in the EDISON.

Prices

right, and many styles to
choose from.
EDISON AMBEROL
ARB THE PEER OP LOW PRICED PHONOGRAPHS"

F. W. WUEM
The Finest aad Moat Complete Stock of Jewelry, Silverware, Jewelry
Fiae Watck Repairiag ta4
Goods, Diamonds ia the Seatkweat
Optical Goads

$3.00 values at
1,000 Pairs Man's Work Shoes,
$5.50 values at
$3.00 Values at .
.

$3.90
$2.95
$2.95
$3.95

NEXT

Every Pair of Shoe Guaranteed to Represent the Values
as Advertised.

ment, and sudden cooling or beating
of tbe water Is very Injurious to
tbetn.
A hot summer has often been known
to drive herrings to And cooler waters
at a distance. Some years ago, s
(earful storm raged along the eastern
coast of North America. After It had
subsided, the sea was strewn with
millions of tite, a Ash like a cod,
but attaining a weight of 50 pounds
or more. A vessel wag sent to discover the cause of the strange phe
nomenon. It plowed straight ahead
for 150 miles, and estimated that an
area of 5,000 square miles was cov
ered with dead Ashes. It was discovered that the storm bad brought
Icebergs In Its train, and the con
sequent great cold had proved too
much for the ash, accustomed as they
were to warmer waters. The cod has
an objection to sudden changes of
climate, and If put In colder water
than that to which It Is accustomed,
win be numbed. Experiments have
been tried to acclimatize RngllHh sal
mon In Tasmania, but the difference
In temperatures has cauned those experiments to fall.
Cougers and pilchards have died
from cold off the Cornish coant, and
the once plentiful boar-fishave never
been seen In the shallow waters of
Cornwall since a violent easterly fjalo
blew In 1879.

GIFT
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10 Good Reasons Why

H

You Can't Afford to Miss These Bargains and the Sale Starts
()
Today and Closes Saturday, September 9.
STORE OPENS AT 7 A. M. AND CLOSES AT 9 P. M.

Better Prepared Than Ever for All Shoe Repair Work
E. CLARKE MARKET PLACE

Paris Shoe Store and Shop
JOSEPH ARTESI, Proprietor
(1

Gobelin Tapestries.
The most famous products In the
history of weaving are the
Gobelin (apestrles, fashioned In the
factory on the site where many yearg
ago Jean and Phlllbert Gobelin, merchant dyers of scarlet, had their works.
The name of Qobelln has always been
Identified with the product of these
ancient looms, which, for over 250
years have turned out tapestries solely
for the state. In times of peace these
never leave Prance except as gifts to
visiting kings and chief magistrates.
Formerly 300 artisans and apprentices were employed In the Gobelin
works, weaving textiles after designs
by Le Brun, Boucher and many celebrated artists. Today the workmen
number 60 and, as an expert weaver
can produce only five square feet a
year, It Is understandable why the
tapestries bring such exceedingly high
It Is estimated that the
prices.
minimum value of a square foot of
Is 9200.
Oobeila

taj;ry

.Holt

MAXIMILIAN

Should Be the Republican
Senatorial Nominee
Holt is a Constructive Statesman, author, sponsor
or active supporter of most of the sane, beneficial
legislation enacted in New Mexico in the past 20
years; member of both houses of our legislature;
active leader in progressive legislation and statewide progress.
2 Holt stands for Harmony and has done so consist-- ,
ently in every Republican undrtaking since New
Mexico acquired statehood and for years previous.
It will take Party Harmony to win this
year.
3
Holt's Party Record is straight, clean and true-bluprogressively Republican.
4
Holt is a Candidate of the Rank and File of his
party; he represents no one man, no one faction,
no one interest.
1

o,

5
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rish are rery quick to feel s change
of temperature In their native ele-

ladles-In-waltln-

1,000 Pairs Men's and Boys' Dress Shoes
and Oxfords, black and brown, Goodyear welts, rubber heels, $8.00 values
t
$3.90
1,000 Pain Infants' Shoes, $1.25 values
at
65c

CORNER COAL AVENUE AND THIRD STREET

SENSITIVE TO CHANGE

One of the most romantic survivals
of the Mexican revolution Is the story
of the bracelet of Carlotta.
Carlotta, daughter of the king of
the Belgians, was the devoted wife of
whom
Lonts Napoleon
Maximilian,
placed on tbe throne of Mexico, and
who, after establishing himself in Imperial grandeur, was defeated by the
republican troops under Juares, and
with two of his generals MIramon and
MeJIa. was executed by a tiring squad
on the bill of Las Cumpanas In 1807.
The bracelet was an exquisite affair
of gold given by the emperor to Car
lotta at tbe time of their marriage.
When Carlotta left Mexico the brace
let was given by her to one of her
But In the flight
from Mexico It was lost. It did not
appear again, as far as known, until
1914, when It was seen by an Ameri
can arjorning tne wrist or a woman
companion of one of Emlllnno ZapaThis general shortly
ta's generals.
afterward killed the woman In a fit
of Jealousy and the bracelet was taken
from him later by the American. The
bracelet now adorns the wrist of a
very beautiful Spanish dancer. It Is
said to have been presented to her by
diplomat, "In appreciation of ber

AND FALL STYLES

1,000 Pairs Ladies' aad Girls' Oxford

and Pumps, $3.00 raluet at

()

The Highest Achievements in the Art of Mus-

Romantic Story of Carlotta's Bracelet,
Now Property of a Popular
Spanish Dancer.

TO CLOSE OUT AT HALF PRICE

o
o

Are Without Comparison.

Sudden Variation of Temperature Will
Drive Them to Distant Wstero
or Destroy Them.
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The Edioon

BLIND CHAPLAIN DIES.
Rev. Henrv Noble Couden. who was
for 25 veara the blind chaplain of the
house of representatives, died recently
in his 79th year, from the infirmities
of acre. Born in an obscure home in
Marshall county. Indiana, on Novem
ber 21. 1842. and named by Gov.
Henry Noble, of that state, the Rev.
Mr. Couden rose to a rank which, to
his mind, was the highest obtainable
Alby any minister of the gospel.
though blind since 24 years of age.
he set forth on his life's work of
teaching his fellow countrymen. Receiving his education at the state
school for the blind, at Columbus,
Ohio, he entered the St. Lawrence
university at Canton, N. Y. It was
in this university that he received his
degree of doctor of divinity, when he
was about 30 years old.

"Equipped with gas" was a Dromi- ..
nent line in flats-to-ladvertisement
Nor the seas knew nothing of un.
Office folks didn't know about a fan
derwater boats.
in the summer time, and ice water was
The hired girl drew one-fifta a treat.
week and was happy.
Many folks retired at 9 p. m. and
Youner men learned trades at 15 roae at 6 in the
FISH
morning.
week.
per
Yep, times have changed.
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Holt is Outspoken for the Stockman and Farmers'
Interests, recognizing that upon them depends
New Mexico's
prosperity.
Holt will Receive the Woman's
Vote; he has always
urged equal rights for women and he fought for

their suffrage.
'v
Holt's Patriotic Service
the
war won for him
during
respect and esteem of the comrades of his soldier

son.
8

9

10

Holt Knows our State's Needs as few
public men
do. A citizen of New Mexico
for over 30 years,
actively associated during that time with its development, he knows what we need and how to get it.
Holt is a Campaigner of Rare
Ability; he has been
one of the big factors in
every Republican political
campaign in New Mexico for 20 years; he knows
how to win.
Holt has the Ability, the
Personality and the Temperament that we look for in a man who is to representor state at the national capital and who will
command the respect we deserve.
HSU PuWIcitr Committee.

Bo, 7U, L

Cr.

X. II.
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It invites any new coiners
citl to attend. The teachers
have found it a verv satisfying lei
lowship, and they are especially made
members.
into our

JSJOUKCHBITS

welcome.

For

Thoe"who Worship

Two Tommies, turned
went into a restaurant overpunsters,
on the
eastern front and said to the waiter:
"We
Bible school, 9:45 a. m.
want Turkey with Greece."
'
The waiter replied; "Sorry,
Morning worship, 11 a. m.
tin,
but
we
can't Servia."
Evening worship, 8 p, m.
"Well, then, get the Bosphorus."
and Bible Study,
Prayer service
The boss came in and heard their
Thursday evening, 8 p. ni.
"Come thou with us and we will do order and then said: "I don't want to
RUSSia. but Vnil run 'I Rinmanin " C
thee good."
the two Tommies went away
Hungary.
vummerce ana rinance.
CHURCH OF THE HOLY

""CHURCH IN CHRIST

'

'
Minister

for Service."
I. Preparation Fall

Owning.
Member
with a
o?Jb
junior church worehip
1J
..
"c urch'schoof H. H. Beesor.
with classes for all
y'lian Wilson wil1 teach
3m Adult class.
worship with a sermon

&

'

THE

most

you can buy,

because it has
superior rising

film, entitled: "Deliverance"
JhS Miss Helen Keller, leading star.
Keller is considered perhaps the
and she is deaf,
"yTtriit
blind
It is a drama of
a dull
!prisei and thrills with never
foment; the photography is beauti-hJ- the deUils worked out splendidly;
Be sure
ITJ the cast unsurpassed.
tSTb out for this service! The
chinch is really bringing to Gallup
ana of the greatest things that has
ever been in the city. Don't miss it
and then be sorry afterwards! There
-- ill be fine music at each service. In
manor of this formal fall opening,
after the vacation of the summer, we
will have a big souvenir, twelve page
mmDlimentary booklet. It is one that
woo will want to have. Don't fail to
get your copy on Sunday!

REV.

CLARK, Pastor

"The World Move., So Do We".
QUICK SERVICE
--

:

Phone 42

(Epfacopal)
A. J. . DOWIE, Rector

September

Baking Powder,

"Worth While" service,
ffiThth Wonder of the

qualities.
Bake with

Lytona !

"

3.

Holy communion, 8 a. m.
Church school, 9:45 a. m.
11 a. m., holy communion and
Is My Neighbor?"

WILLIAM H. LANGHURST
William H. Langhurst was bom
January 8, 1904, at Denver, Colo., and
died at Hemet, Cal., August 24, in
his nineteenth year. He was the son
of Mr, and Mrs. Henry Langhurst of
Whitewater and one of the most prom-inin- g
young men of McKinley county.
He was employed in California at the
time of his death, his employers
speaking of him in the highest and
most honorable terms. The body was
shipped home and burial took place
at Hill Crest August 30. The remains
were accompanied from California by
W. S. Porter, a friend of the deceased,
young Porter being the son of Mr.
and Mrs. W. A. Porter of Gibson.

PARAMOUNT WEEK
ALL NEXT WEEK

METHODIST CHURCH
JOHN W. HENDRIX Pastor
Sunday school at 9:45 a. m.
Public worship both morning and
evening with a sermon at each service by the pastor and good music by
the choir,
Subject of the morning sermon,
"Christ the Miracle Worker," and for
the "evening, "Christ's Notion of
Brotherhood."
These services are of two rather
distinct orders. In the morning the
service is more to the church folk, a
Mt Dure formal and the sermon to
,cait; ia the evening the services are
Bore informal and democratic, more
ea the order of a people's meeting or
a public forum. Sometimes the smile
broadens into a laugh in the evening,
,And why not ? Didn't the same God

B.

SPIRIT

jlorninK

.

uALLUr
iiiAKiii
A. J. Mc&Uboa, Prop.

BAPTIST CHURCH

REV. V.

Gallup Churches

i ijonKr"Btt
LEWIS A. STARK,

Joan (who has been taken with her
PuPPy to tee the "tog doctor") Oo,
daddy, he he's just an
man.
I thought he'd be a dog. or'nary
Punch.

Paramount producers of movie pictures put on annual campaigns. Next
week will witness the Fifth annual
campaign, and the Rex theatre in
Gallup, and the Gibson theatre at
Gibson are the theatres in this vicinity using Paramount productions. The
Los Angeles Paramount house places
a half page advertisement in this
issue of The Gallup Herald so that
patrons of movie pictures mav see
their exceptiinal selections for their
Fifth annual campaign. Read the
hall page advertisement, also the
weekly program for the Rex. You will
appreciate this Fifth annual campaign
by seeing some very fine Paramount

that made us cryinp creatures, ulso
make us capable of lauehter. The
same Hand that formed the night
made also the sunshine, He who made
the winter made also the summer. The
parent rejoices at the happiness of
the children, so docs God the r ather
fake pleasure in the joys of his chil
dren,
The Philathea class which serves
the young ladies and has become the
center of much of their social life, is
having its first fall session Sunday at selections.
:4o a. m. wnen its vacation began
last May it had Borne twenty or more EIGHTH

o

WONDER OF THE
WORLD SUNDAY NIGHT

Sunday night at 7:30 the Congre
gational church will have their formal
fall opening of the "Worth While"
Services.
In honor of the occasion
they will have the "eighth wonder of
the world" film, entitled: "Deliver
ance, starring Helen heller, the
greatest living woman deaf, dumb
and blind. A great New Yory film
critic says of the film: "It is not a
dull, didactic film. It is a livinp, cul- satuig representation of the biggest
battle human soul ever fought and
won. It is shot thru with laughter
and tears and it sends you away with
i new
desire lor the things that

v

111

This new

count.
The first Tiiirht "Heliverame" was
shown in New York, all of the daily
apers had reporters present and the
following day there was an unprece
dented report of wonder and praise.
The New York Tribune said: "It is
one of the most remarkable pieces of
acting we have ever seen." The Even- rig Mail said, It is a picture that
will never fade from the memory."
The Morning World said, "The audi- nee was absorbed from start to fin- sh." The New York Times said,
Jt is a succession of wonders.
lhe
New York American said, "The pic- and
ure is splendidly
faultlessly
done." The Evening Telegram said,
in
new
strikes
motion
note
pict
a
'It
ures.' The Lvening Sun saw, It
cannot be too highly praised." The
.tlobe said: "The most absorbing pic- I he Telegram
ure we have seen.
aid: "The most remarkable story ever
told on the screen." The Review said:
It is a feat that ca nnever he (lone

the past two months Firestone
built and marketed more tires
than in any similar period In its history.

IN

This steadily increasing public preference is proof of the recognition by
car owners of the greater values offered by Firestone. It is a tribute to
Firestone men all stockholders in the
company all actuated by the operating principle of Most Miles per Dollar.

of

The high average performance
Firestone Cords is without equal in the
annals of tire making and is reflected
by the general tendency to specify
Firestone for hard service. Taxicab
and bus lines, buying tires by the mile,

are universally equipping with

Fire-

stone Cords.

There are many reasons for the high
quality of Firestone tires but chief
among the special manufacturing procthus
esses are double
insulatfriction
internal
by
eliminating
cure,
ing each cord strand, and
and
a
perfectly
insuring
gum-dippin-

g,

sir-b-

ag

well-balanc- ed

shaped product.

Don't speculate In tires you will
the right combination of price and
Corns fan and lot
quality in Firestone.
'
us tell yeii about the .service thas
Cords are giving other
find

car-owne- ra

whom you know.

Service Tire & Accessories Co.

Service Grocery

again.

sugar-coate- d

The service will start promptly at
the general public is cordially
invited. There will be no admission
hargc tho a silver offering will be
received.
A fine twelve page booklet will be
given as a souvenir at lhe service.

delights
young and old
It "melts in vour
mouth" and the eum in the
gum

7:.'iO and

Seeks Glory in
Stadium

center remains to aid digestion,
brighten teeth and soothe mouth
and throat

Vegetables in Gallup.
Our Prices Are Right,
and we ask you to try
our service.

There are the other WRIGLEY
friends to choose from, too:
f

. i

i

OPENING

c

THE
FIRST WEEK IN SEPTEMBER, WE WILL HAVE ON DISPLAY
NEW FALL AND WINTER MILLINERY
Beautiful patterns from New York, Denver, Los Angeles
Houses.

and Chicago

the "Hope
The new soft felts in all the leading shapes and colors, also
of Children s hats.
line
full
and
Hampton" Hats. Priscilla Dean Tarns,

.

Week.
Special Friccs During

SUMMERS MILLINERY

it

f

v

'

We stock the Best
Groceries, Fruits and

-

1

We Guarantee to Pleaoe You

n i
iii.

KLORIKDA HATfiON of
M1HS
York and Now Orb'ans,
the
pictured here. I raptuin of will
All American girls' team which
compete In the International (tames
at Pcrshlnp Stadium at Joinvllle tole
Pont, near Paris She has gone
event.
Europe to take part In these
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f Pressure: The Herrin, III., massacre

rHEMERY.lT&SUCHA

wkw mxxico

news
tion of that Herrin affair. Practically every
Aranua
Railroad
S10
No.
enme
L
LuZilat,
paper in the United States condemned mat
. , . . . $2.00 Herrin authorities showed any signs of bringing those wholeAirac
I t
to justice, but pressure did it.
OffW 4 Qltu. Nw Unit sale murderers
M
Jk Matta ti Mm
r-i:
l. r
T..: -- II tho HiaturhatlCe of COalWW TOM C1TT, K. T AND CHICAGO. ILL.
Jr".
y- winsstrike, railroad shop strike, railroad trainmen walkout at -C7 K3CW MEXICO FBES3 ASSOCIATION
I
rno
r
mere nas uvu
low (so very near to uaiiup),
13 We
:
......
u
ofrilro nr. fiallUD
Managing Editor and Publisher
I.. .1..'
t
m
iup. ine vniy tiling in tne wagr to work on and after Apn
fact that union coal miners refused
.
workers at Gallup nave not,
j
GALLUP HERALD COMPLIMENTED. 1, last. Theofrailroad
Herald
The
Gallup
railroad traffic at any time.
disturbance
is to be complimented.
ia in receipt of a letter feels that Gallup
vf editor ot Th Gallup Herald
of The Atchison, Topeka and
f- -a
A. G. Walla,
said
Stones by Hunker: Democratic Chairman Hunker conat the Chicago office,
dated
Fe Railway System,
Democratic
many nice things in his address to the State
congratulations and compliments for .our constructive
He also said many other kind of things. He stated
vention.
and
labor
towards
utterances
editorial
In
our
fair policy
WBIlt
nf naaaa vrVtafa TlpmnrratlC DreCM-CCkti.nf
tin
as
such
straight thinking,
c ital. Mr. Wella says that for
sold
and
bought
money
to
the strongly Republican because Rpublican
in the editorials of The Gallup Herald, reflects
own
nis
ieuuw
votes.
ucuitia
indicts
Mr.
Thus
Hunger
favorable credit of Its editor.
llinc? their votes. Has it come to pass in New Mexico politics
From other sources we are in receipt of congratulations where Democrats
will sell their votes? Chairman Hunker says
we
which
of
appreciate.
for our sound editorial expressions, all
Our editorials express our views, based upon honest so, and we won't diny it.
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HELPING TAX PAYERS.
Mexico Republican administration is on the job
and effectively saving the tax payers just as much
minute
very
xaoney as it ia possible consistent with efficient government.
John Joerns, State Educational Auditor, in a recent report,
shows that his office has caused a saving of at least $25,000.00
to the State.
- Ia McKinley
county, which has always been under Repub-Uca- a
business management, Mr. Joerns did not cut the educational budget, but actually allowed a few items not in the
This was possible only because of our economical
budget
administrative methods.
McKinley county schools are in fine shape. Our school
counties
levy is low. In comparison with other New Mexico
loom
school
our
schools
and
our
levy
control
Democratic
under
Some of our
citizens.
all
of
estimation
in
good
the
high
up
Democratic counties have reached their school levy limit, and
are still far behind McKinley county in rural school efficiency.
Mr. Joerns' report notes that in two counties the amount
of $11,000.00 was cut from school budgets. There was no
other course; The limit had been reached. In other counties
numerous items were cut from the budgets. Tax payers must
have relief. There is a limit even with taxes, yet it is the policy
of Democrats everywhere to issue bonds for any and every
and let future generations pay the bills. Such a policy
Eurpose
AH debts must be paid some day and with all
pubKe institutions it is the dear public who must pay the bills.
McKinley county Republicans are guided by strict business
sense methods, and McKinley county is out of debt.
New

Talked About: Some of the Apache county delegates
who attended the road meeting at Holbrook last Saturday took
nw.ilnti ft aatr pnmnlimAnfarv thin ITS about McKinley COUniV
being out of debt. They thought that such a thing was really
auvuv
remarkable, mereVinois reauy noming remarauie
over heon iinHer the manafirement of
nfviniav oAimfv
Republican sound business policies, guided by the safe and sane
- o
i
UUV1LC VI Bum suttcnpiui inioiivicio
W. H. Morris. The fact that McKinley county is out of debt,
which stands to the credit of the McKinley county Republican
n.rfn ia fKia KJrrrroof KftA.ora.Knrt th MpKinlftV COUntV DemO- crats can see. McKinley county Democrats, like Gallup Demo- A laaiioa
iret mnnev for nothincr
let' future generations pay the bills. Apache county, Ari- i
TJ1-1- 1
t
.11 t
uemuaaw.
gci,
witn Dona issues, u uanup
zona, is nog-tie- a
control of McKinley county affairs they will hog-ti- e this county
for generations to come. They care not one tinkers' damn
about expenses, nor how they get tne money, just so iuiure
generations are mortgaged to bond issues.
.

T
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WILLIAM H. TACT

In a Nut Shell: Speaking before the women's G. O. P.
meeting in Albuquerque the other night, Hon. A. B. Renehan,
possible candidate for the United States Senate, said: "The
Democratic party aimed at control of the Nation by a few men,
along socialistic lines." Mr. Renehan is a deep thinker, able
lawyer, polished orator and an American a Kepumiean. tiaa
he spoken for four hours he could not have said more about
what the Democratic party is trying to do. There is no more
Jeffersonian Democracy. Grover Cleveland was the last Democrat to serve and honor this Nation as president. Socialism
and many other isms have eaten the heart out of Jeffersonian
and anarchists
Democracy. Radicalism, socialism,
vote the
Democratic ticket it furnishes the route
all
!
of least resistance in the mad desire to destroy the greatest
HOLT AND SERVICE.
government on earth the Government of the United States.
The Republican party now, as during the rebellion, is the savior
B.
H.
Holt
reasons
why
Out of a good many very good
of all governments. The Democratic party is
should go to the United States Senate, this ia the best one; He of this greatest
as against the masses, the party of sec
of
classes
the
party
is a Mnric man.
race
and
tional
hatred, and everything else against evrythmg
For more than thirty years he has lived in New Mexico
the immortal Jefferson.
ever
advocated
by
a
worker.
has
been
and during all of that time he
He has never yet been known to say "let Gorge do it"
He has always been on the job himself.
H has a fine mentality, a keen understanding, and an

For President
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red-neckis- m

Y

so-call- ed

INFLAMATION

so-call- ed

Henry What Does He Want: Henry Ford says that he
will close down the Ford plants September 16, yet Henry says
that investigations made by his representatives assure him that
there ia no shortage of coal, wow, wnat does uenry wantr
Rumor says that Henry wants to be Woodrow Wilson's candidate for president. We are willing.
The Usual Noise: The State Democratic convention en
joyed its usual noise. It ia rumored that the several wash-tub- s
full of tin horns ana cow Dens neia in siock oy me ictviniey
countv Democrats were shipped to Albuquerque in order to
insure plenty of fuss, fuss being the main stock of trade of
Democrats, especially with McKinley county democrats.
Red Hot from Needles: Redneckism ran rampant at
Needles. The stuff issued against the Santa Fe railroad and its
officials was just as red hot as redneckism could make it. The
Needles brand of redneckism spread to Seiigman, and as far
east as Winslow. It was halted by sound, safe and sane train
men at Gallup. Trainmen of Gallup who are capable of coping
against redneckism are in the majority. Gallup is to be headquarters for the division superintendent. Gallup is to have toa
eneral hospital for the Santa Fe. Gallup railroad shops are
be enlarged. It will now read, Gallup, Ashfork, Phoenix and
on via the Parker cut-of-

f

f.

of New Jersey it is the custom that
the clerk that takes your order is
usually the same that delivers it.
A pretty married woman of Elizabeth happened into one of these little
shops recently and placing emphasis
on the fact that keys should accompany the six cans of sardines on her
order, left the store.
About fifteen minutes later the
young Italian to whom she had given
her order called at her house with the
merchandise.
"Is your husband at hornet" he
asked with a smile.

had sig

nified, some time before the nomconvention of 1908, his choict
inating
n .. L j
I
OI nis irieuu I tii aa .l..
wie nepuuiicia
presidential candidate to succeed him.
self. In certain party quarters there
was frank objection to this program.
The objectors made no secret of the
fact, however, that they wanted an
other term of Roosevelt even less thaa
they wanted the Ohioan, and when the
ultimatum came from the White
House, "Taft or me," the selection of
the former went through with little
rH-- fi.

K

Bn;.
saiu hi l.n,ra
unit utvu
True, it was with his advisers
rather than himself that fault wu
found, but the" net result was unpop-ula- r
with the people. Also the latter
n
part of his term was marked by
unfortunate breach with his old friend
Roosevelt, who undoubtedly cut heiv-il- y
into his vote by running as ProI

L

i nr.

one.

WILLIAM H. TAFT.
William Howard Taft was

twenty-sevent- h

United gressive candidate in the presidential
election of 1912. The outcome was
He was born in Cincinnati, Septenv Taft's defeat for a second four years
ber 15, 1857, and no American ever in the White House by his Democratic
took more naturally to public lite. opponent, Woodrow Wilson.
shone in defeat as
The
Graduated from Yale as salutatorian
and orator of his class, he took up law he had failed to do in office. He not
as his profession.
only regained a high place in the
After he had he'd a few relatively country's regard, but good feeling beminor offices, the age of 30 found him tween himself and Roosevelt was reon the Cincinnati superior court stored, and at the time of the cobench. Three years later he was lonel's" death the two were again on
solicitor-generof
the the best of terms.
appointed
United States. Later he served as
After a short period of retirement,
federal circuit . judge in southern Taft accepted the Kent professorship
Ohio. In 11)00, while occupying the of law at Yale and still occupied this
position of dean of the law department honorable post when, in 1921, ho was
of the University of Cincinnati, he elevated by President Harding to the
was chosen as president of the chief justiceship of the United States
United States Philippine
Commis- supreme court.
His personality is extremely attracsion, subsequently
becoming civil
governor of the islands, with the tive. The "Taft smile" is often spoken
The
development of which along American of as irresistibly winning.
as
lines he probably had more to do than
possesses par excellence,comit is often said, and sometimes
any other single man.
In the meantime he had formed a plained of him, the "judicial mind,
close friendship with Theodore Roose- a characteristic
which perhaps to
velt, theft president, and after having some extent really does detract from
dedeclined offers from the latter of sev- his capacity for the
eral high offices, became secretary of cisions
frequently required of an

States.

the

of

president

al

'

hard-and-fa-

war

in 1904.

Hidden Money Found
Found in Bureau Drawer
an Auction
M'ARTHUR.
rtunklo
administrator of (he estate of Mrs.
Cynthia Pearce, while moving some
furnilure preparatory to offering il at
auction found $1000, mostly in gold
certificates, in an old bureau.
The money is supposed lo have
been hidden 50 years ago by the husband of Mrs. Pearce.
$1(00

nnwr

source has provided him with a fortune of half a million dollars. Scientific American.

EFFICIENCY.

Lee Junior, age four, son of Mr.
and Mrs. H. Lee Bassett of Columbus,
Ind., has learned a great deal about
efficiency, as his mother has many
time and labor saving methods which
she puts into practice around the
house, and which have made a deep
impression on Lee Junior. Frequently
at night the youngster looks out at
the stars, and recites "Twinkle,
"No why?"
Twinkle, Little Star." One night re"Then, I guess it's safe to gif you
cently when about to recite his little
kees you ask for." Scranton Times.
piece, he paused, hesitated awhile and
o- appeared to be In a deep study. In
GOLD BEARING WHISKERS.
a moment his face lighted, and he eviYears ago an Illinois barber traded dently found the inefficiency idea he
the case, for he
his razor for a pick and pan, and wished to apply
started for the Klondike. Unsuccess- began:
"Two twinkles, little star; how I
ful In minintr, he opened a shampoo
wonder what you are." Indianapolis
parlor whose equipment included a News.
cyanide tank. The cuttings from the
hair and beard of the miners, he says
"assayed $100 the ton in the cyanide
He Refuse me and I shall never
tank. The dollar apiece charged for
kHnfhjir ftha I'm mnra intav- shampoos and massages provided him
with pocket money, but tne suitcase ested in wondering if Iwhether youH
accept you.
full of sold which he brought back ever love another
London Answers.
with him Is all from the wealth-lade- n

with this work.
The redoubtable "colonel"

further opposition.
Though elected over William Jennings Bryan by a more than comfortable majority, his administration cm-.
Un
nAtlllla
Itanri

THE

OF
Indefatigable energy.
He has always succeeded in accomplishing what he set
IMAGINATION"
out to do.
His service has always been real service.
In political life there are two kinds of men who succeed.
One is the man with the "pull" and the other is the man
A subscriber sends us a copy of the "Scientific American"
with the "PUSH."
asks
that we read and then comment on an article under
and
His record shows it.
of "Ectoplasm and Ectoplasm Fakers."
the
caption
He has rendered service.
Not knowing whether our subscriber is a spiritist, or a
spookist, we will say that we read the article, and now we will
Ttta Hnrvev HnnnA cirls at Selicman refused to comment on it.
rinur)
serve any who did not sympathize with the Needles brand of
After reading some half a dozen paragraphs, we found
redneckism. Now the seiigman narvey nouse win oe cioseu just what we were looking for "Inflamation of the Imagination," and that explains it all.
The human mind is susceptible of believing anything
be
will
Whistling Posts: A few more whistling posts
And it appears that all people from
in- ghosts, goblins or devils.
and
line
Needles,
between
Fe
to
Santa
the
Gallup
added
to
castle
cave
entertained some sort of belief in
have
the
the
most
of
one
the
imporcluding Needles, but Gallup will be made
It
that
the
peoples of all nations and of
impossible.
appears
Fe
on
Santa
cities
the
system.
tant
all ages have created their own fancies and then delighted to
ride their hobbies, changing with systems of education, but
Produce: The Federal Government issud the command never entirely relieving their minds of things impossible,
to the producers of coal to "Produce Coal," and the producers
Science halts at superstition and superstition recognizes
wages would be givn to coal dig- no science.
posted notices that war-tim-e
All peoples of all times have twaddled thru generation
gers, all of which means that the buck was passed to the public
the public always pay the bills.
after generation, hobbled with ignoranc and superstition.
True, educated people claim that they believe in spirits,
TranDed: George H. Hunker, State Democratic chair in ghosts, in goblins and in devils, but this does not prove that
educated people are not ignorant people.
man, was very prompt to publish denial of the Chairman Phil
Common sense is the light that dispells darkness and
tin,' urnnnitinn. but Mr. Hunker has neither denied nor
affirmed the Bronson Cutting letter. Mr. Hunker has been superstition, and common sense has few patrons in comparison
with those who worship at the shrine of intelligence.
caught with his own bait and by his own trap.
Humans grope in darkness for the impossible, deeper the
mystery
greater the love for the impossible, clinging ever for
Buried Their Hatchet: If it is true, (and we trust that it
that never was, nor never will be.
something
is true,) that the two Republican factions of Bernalillo county
Our comment must begin and end with: "Inflamation
will
redeem
Bernalillo
then
county
have buried their hatchet,
of the Imagination."
herself at the coming election. It will be a deserved blessing
of
entire
State
the
election
the
shot
for
sure
a
to Bernalillo, and
JUST WHAT YOU WANT.
clippings that went through his cyanRepublican ticket. Give us some music.
In the small Italian grocery stores ide bath, and he claims that this

Roosevelt he under- olan aovoral imnnrtnnt aiMlal
missions, on which he visited Cube,
Panama and Porto Rico in connection

'

V
.A- -

w

If this man hud deposited his $1600 in a bank 50
years ago where
interest- mpounded twice a
year is paid, instead of hiding'"
muy today would have nearly $20,000, instead of the
:"Z
over
51600 which he hid
Bway- - He deprived his heirs of
$18,000 as a result of not
taking advantage of the interest earning
4

SiK1

Money is worthless unless you put it to use. a dollar hidden in
your home is worth only one hundred
cents.
dollar deposited in
tne bank grows with interest. Successful menA and
women do not
permit their money to remain idle. Their money is deposited in a
bank, where it works for them.

,ii,

Resolve today to systemise
your financial affairs so
ie a bank account to your credit when you need it.
nelp you.

that

you

Let this

GALLUP STATE BANK

"TEACH YOUR DOLLARS TO HAVE MORE CENTS"

I.
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AUTO RACE IN CAR BUILT BY FORD

BECAME "MASTER DRIVER OF
S
THE WORLD" IN THRILLING
FOR GOLD AND GLORY NOW
HEAD OF OWN TIRE COMPANY IN
AKRON, OHIO.

IAN WHO

CON-TEST-

On

there will be
swtember 21
,

krtted

fans every- -

nmrihi

!S

Barney Oldfield.

try

YOUR EYES

I'wM.a

various strains.

Your doctor will tell you that
they are the most delicate organs of the body and at the
same time the most abused.

He said he would

anything.

"Said Oldfield just before the race
auto row,
of the first at Grosse Point: 'Well, this chariot
kill me, but they will say afterrace meet ever neiu. d hub may
the wards that I was going like h
.nrh in the auto- - when she took me over the band.' And

he did go like h
. He was about
half a mile ahead of the nearest man
classics.
aU
of
speedway
Met?day
K
at the end of the race!"
T
today outstanding figures
Heads Tire Company.
in the winning
Past forty, Barney still kept winevent. The win- ning, but in 1919 he beenme president
of the Oldfield Tire company, devotwas
dr.ver
Its
Ford.
by Henry
ing his incomparable
knowledge of
ioidfieW! What a name to tire requirements to the manufacturof
that product. Tires had been
with! What memories crowd ing motor
the
rt
master's study for twenty
SorVthe mind's eye of a racing
he would share his unique
now
Srrific roar,. the flash of a years,
with
all.
GbJwine-lik- e
chassis, a serene but experience
is of interest to note
it
Incidentally,
the
driving
tatTfigure grippmg
"world's record" of five miles
the
that
at
the
still
poised
bis cigar
in 5:24, made by the Ford "999" in
.
familiar angle!
a
that
graddnddy of all races at Grosse
the
of
nearness
coming
With the
Point in 1902, pales into insignificance
motor fans will be
when
Jimmy Murphy's marvelous feat
something of the event-Slif- e
of 94.48 miles
hour on Oldfields,
history of Barney Oldfield, the at the 1922 per
Indianapolis
Zutor racer, pacer, tire maker and classic is
considered, or that of Joe
MMcnited expert in the automotive
s
JSd. for, although he has been five Thomas' extraordinary feat
again) of 107.7 miles per hour
a racer, he is
-I- rs is retirement as
in
event at San Francisco
the
automobnot only a prominent man in
at the in June.
ile racing today, nat actively
at the head
wheel, but stands, as well,
of the tire company bearing his name
SCHOOL NOTES
"the concern that has produced the
wintires equipping most of the cars
of
classics
past
ning the speedway
The rural schools of McKinley
years.
term on
county will begin the 1922-2Ohio.
in
Barney Bom
September 4, 1922. Monday, Sep'
Born on a farm near Wauseon, 0., tember 4, being Labor Day, the work
be confined to organization and
in 1878, young Oldfield got the dust will
his shoes early enrollment.
0 the race track upon
- As water boy for a railrSuperintendent Brose has issued a
in bis teens.
oad gang, and later as an elovaior call for all teachers to attend the
his slender meeting of the McKinley County
toy he saved $65 from
EnTeachers' Association on September 2
earnings and bought a bicycle.
The schools will open with the foltering the Ohio State championship at
for lowing teachers in charge:
Canton, he showed his genius
District No. 1, Mentmore Miss
even at this early date, by
Sed, medals and a gold watch. A Lurline Stump, primary; Miss Jva
mar later he was acknowledged bl- Neff,. intermediate.
District No. 2. Navajo, Mine No. 5
ade race champion of Ohio and his
Mrs. Grace Ames, principal, Mr.
services soon were in great demand as
Lee Nuzum, athletics; Mrs. Edith
cycle salesman.
in event that perhaps had in- Quinn, upper grades: Miss Johnnie
Splller, intermediate; Miss Helen Ball,
effect on the automotive
Miss Selma Graf, primary;
dustry as it is today is seen in Barney primary;
Mdfield's connection
after Mrs. T. Nolan, kindergarten; Mrs. C.
shortly
M. Bowlin, primary; Mrs. Jessie
Ford then an
1902, with Henry
primary; Miss Nellie Bloomfield,
engineer, but fast bringing to
Mrs. Lillian Wilson,
completion, if not perfection, the car intermediates;
destined to be the forerunner of his upper grades; Mrs. J. E. Hanes, primary.
present vast enterprise.
Dnnoff's Miss
District No , 5,
This first car, named by Mr. Ford
the "999," Barney undertook to pilot Katherine VojrU
Mrs.
District No. 6, McGaffey
In the face of entries from all parts of
Margarette Reed, principal, upper
Mrs. Flora J.
Brown,
powerful, in appearance at least, than grades;
Miss Kuby Reed, prithe little "999." It is history now that intermediate;
Barney won, and from that day, until mary.
District No. f, Fort Wingate Miss
his retirement from actual racing 16
yesrs later, this wonder speedster s Clara Peternel.
Thoreau Mrs.
KarooF
District No. 7,
vat a nrtai
peat and astonishing successes on Millie Uivers; Breece, Miss Dorothy
Ladd; Baca, Miss Gertrude
ue tracx. '
District No. 8, Guam Mrs. Frank
What Mr. Ford Says.
,
Tilt.
1. IVIIUCV HUIl
mill Jill. wiuium o Diaz.
District No. 9, Ramah Mr. D. E.
font association with Henry Ford, the
Utter has this to say, in the course Calkins, principal, H. S.; Mrs. Jessie
of hip autobiography appearing in Calkins, upper grades; Mrs. Emma-gen- e
McClure's:
Munger, primary.
District No. 10, Zuni Mrs. Barbara
"I did not want the responsibility
of racing the '999,' neither did Cooper Maloncy; Cousins, Mrs. W. A. Gra.
.
III- - TS.lt
J 1.
(inr. roras partner;,
cooper nam ne ham.
District No. 14, Crown Point Miss
new
mail wnu uvcu uii ojivcu
Mrs.
nothing could go too fast for him. He Beulah Slather; Smith's Lake,
wired to Salt Lake City and on came H. D. Boyd.
District No. 1C, Page Mrs. Claude
1 professional
bicycle rider named

of
Many people complain
headache when the real source
of the trouble can be placed
directly to defective vision.
When this is corrected in time
no ill effects result. But many
people continue to put off taking
care of their eyes until the
optical nerve becomes strained
and weakened to smh an extent
that the eye is irreparably
damaged.
Have your eyes examined at
your first opportunity. Our

ulrfSm
Sfffficiow

Jri

en-K-

inter-SKlea-
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,

nU-nd.l'-
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GIRLS' SERGE DRESSES in serviceable school
models; good quality French Serge; plain and
pleated skirts; middy styles, braid trimming and
sailor collars; sizes 8 to 14;
PQ QQ
iDOi&O
17.50 values,

at...

$5.95

Suits with two pairs of panta

All-wo-

y Qg

BOYS' KNICKERS, made with double stitched
and taped seanu, extra well made; sell regularly
at $2.00; Specially
priced 98c and

M iO

PXtO

assortment of all wool Sweaters in button
coat and tuxedo styles with belts and pockets,
all shades, $5.00 values, .
Qf) QC

1DUVV

I s

$1.25

selection of percale and chambray,
khaki and black sateen Blouses. Neat patterns,
well made usually priced at $1.25.
fiQf
On sale, each, 49c, 59c and
A choice

0V

.

Stockings for Boyo and Girlo

'

ANNOUNCEMENT

5

With the endorsement of many
publicans, both men and women, I
hereby announce my candidacy for the
Republican nomination for Representative from New Mexico in the United
States Congress.
1 believe that the judgment of the
people in electing a Republican administration has been sufficiently
vindicated;
therefore, 1 will stand
with the National Administration in
its efforts to make the United States
a factor in promoting World Peace
and World Justice.
If elected, 1 will attempt to represent consistently the interests of all
the people of New Mexico with special attention to the Reclamation Bill;
the tariff schedules; the extension of
credits to farmers and
necessary
stuck raisers; the just liquidation of
the debt the nation owes to those who
defended it during the late war.
highly endorse the Budget System, because I believe that, as we
beein to get results from this system,
the tax burdens .of the people will be
:
i
i
i
ntv mi- H'sseneu ..'.i
wunoui jeuuviii ik.
ciency to the government.
I will, further, work for all possible;
federal aid which will help the state
to progress in matters of education
and in matters of health and child
welare; and 1 will favor nn amendment to the Constitution, if necessary,
to make child labor legislation effective.
If I am the choice of the Republican
Convention for this office, 1 shall consider it an honor and an opportunity
for service.
ADELINA
Santa Fe, N. M., August 3, 1922.

Values Up to

h

m
m

Boys' Blouses

A large

primary.
District No. 17, Coal Basin Miss
Helen Allison, principal, primary;
Miss Gertrude Kraker, intermediate;
Miss Elva Newbold, upper grades; Mr.
Frank Low, upper grades and athletics; Mrs. Frank Low, primary.

Re-

BLACK CAT STOCKINGS In all sizes in black,
brown and white; guaranteed to give
JxUx
service; none better, at, pair

CHILDREN'S

COTTON

Handkerchiefs
Boys' Handkerchiefs, 10c
value .

6c

Girls' fancy border Hand- kerchiefs, 10c value, at

?n

"White hemmed
kerchiefs, 35e Talue

'

Good
"I

...XeV

Boys' Stockings

For Saohes, Hair Bows, Etc.
19c
25c quality, yard..
29c
40c quality, yard
39c
65c quality, yard-- -

Hand- -

STOCKINGS
sur- -

quality Hose in black and colors; a
prising value; usual price 30c; pair

Taffeta Ribbons

Boys'
Blouses
Regular 75c Values
Mothers! Here's the bargain
waiting for.
you've been
Good
quality Tercale and
Blouses for boys,
Madras
collars attached. The kind
you ordinarily pay 75c for,
we offer you at,
QQ

each

"j

.

OUv

Values to 45e
Heavy quality Boys Ribbed Cotton Hose in black and browi;
fine for school wear;
OKp
per pair

.........

.j

Khaki Middies
Values-

-

Middles of nice quality khaki,
with sailor collars and neat side,

pockets;' just the thing

for

school, each

QQp

Sturdy School Shoes

1

AT PRICES CONSIDERABLY REDUCED

1,000 PAIRS BOYS' SCHOOL SHOES
'

Extra heavy quality
heels, guaranteed to
Sizes 9 to
Sizes 13

Sizes

2' 2

solid leather lace shoes, blucher style, medium toe, dressy last, leather or rubber
give service better than shoes you ordinarily buy for $3.00 or $4.00 a pair.

values; sale price, pair
to 2, $3.50 values; sale price, pair
to 6, $4.00 values; sale price, pair
13, $3.00

Best quality, noft and pliable brown elk, double
stitched uppers, with heavy oak or green leather

soles.
Sizes 9 to 13, $2.25 values, at, pair
Sizes 13Va to 2, $2.50 values, at, pair
Sizes 2ln to 6',i, $2.75 values, at, pair

Hon. Herbert B. Holt of Las Cruces,
New Mexico, announces his candidacy
for the nomination of United States
Senator, subject to the State Republican convention.

$1.75
$1.95
$2.25

Misses' and Children's Shoes

Boys' Outing Bals

OTERO-WARRE-

REPUBLICAN

Body and flavor, not
alcoholic content,
made Budweiser the
favorite. And body
and flavor are the
same today.

Suits with one pair of pants
at .

Values Up to $5.00

POLITICAL

process.

$7 .95

It will pay you to see these Suits. Tbsy
are unusually well tailored, snappy belted and
Norfolk models in a large range of wool cashmeres and novelty weaves.

Girls9 Sweaters

upper grades; Mrs. Claude

o

$5.95

I

m
T. Smith,
T. Smith,

I

Five

ANNOUNCEMENT

Still the original

Real $7.50, $10.00 and $12.00 Valuta

Years

150-mi-

ob-te-

Pat

In Three Great Lots, Values to $5.00

GIRLS' FIXE GINGHAM DRESSES of extra
good quality materials, in the very newest models
for school wear; checks and plainds; sash and
fl?"
belts; pockets and collars; sizes
QQ
tDItUO
to 14; $4 values at

Post Office Building
New Mexico
Gallup,

At Same Stand for

Boys' Suits

GIRLS' GINGHAM DRESSES in most effective
models, including a big range of plaids and
checks; clever styles
QQ
$2.50 values, at

REGISTERED OPTOMETRIST

(Old-field-

Girls' Dresses

ggc $J.98 $2'98

E. PARKE SELLARD

500-mi- le

ig

S

charges are reasonable.

rn

3

We Offer You School Clothes and Supplies at Timely Reducticrj
Shop Now for the Children and Save on These Necessities

Your eyes, like your teeth,
should be examined at least once
a year. Especially your eyes,
because they are so sensitive to

rfthanivemry

Imob e

unifuwilni

$1.49

.$1.69
$1.95

quality black kid and gunmctal, lace or
models, solid leather throughout, first
QQ
quality oak leather soles. Sizes 81
wXtOiT
to 2, $2.75 and $3 values, pair
Good

button

REMEMBER YOU ALWAYS DO BETTER AT

of
Mrs. Adelina
Santa Fe, New Mekico, announces her
candidacy for the nomination
lorj
member 'of Congress, subject to the
action of the Republican State con-- 1
vention.
Otero-Warre-

n

POLITICAL

GALLUP'S BEST SHOPPING PLACE

.

ANNOUNCEMENT
DEMOCRATIC
--

.1

I!l!!!!llillllllllillllllll!!ilf!lli

announce
my cnndldacy
for the nomination for sheriff, subject
mass
Democratic
the
of
to the action
convention.
BILL RAINES.
I hereby

fi

RfeMes

Bidweiser
Everywhere

ANMEUSER-BUSC-

INC ST. LOUIS

Chas. Hfeld Company
Distributors
Wholesale

flulliin. New Mexico

7
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Little Tommy's actin' queerlike, he
seems worried now and then. And it's
only in the last few days he's changed.
You can tell his mind is busy and he's
sorta frettin' when everything he's
asked to do gets disarranged.
Sister Mary, too, acts different and
she's lost her happy smile. Mother
wonders if her little child is ill. But
there is no need to worry; mom will
find out after while what it is that
makes the youngster act so still.
Every lad and every lassie in the
neighborhood today has that feeling
that indicative of blues. Every parent stops to wonder why tots falter
What's the answer?
in their play.
What has happened ?. Break. the aewsi
Well, I'll tell you just a secret that
the tota know all about. It's the reason why they all have changed their
tune. As the summer days are passing, Father Time has stopped to shout
that the school days will be startin
pretty seon.

TRADE WITH THE

Cnity M&irikdt
And get the best meats that money can boy.
PROMPT DELIVERY

PHONE 64

MemdersHioti & Sawyer

i!
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hi

of ai-i1aaad thrills; taa cast ia a
remarkable
the pbotctraphy
. O i is
eery te aaautSBi: anaone;
taa procacoon ottoo-z n- - rat aad
i
ia every detail.
Iaaa Taa CD complete
il a.
area seaool meeta Sunday
I
Ei tokjJ
wry
Mrotef at 9:45 with claaaea for all
Tne ad one are wider the abla leader- of Kit. Lillian WSlaon.
1
VtsfT 1
Ihmatkm ihh)
laa Batter aad bia wife enact a
j
L
etistr visit
f
Kaaday from the paster's aiater,
Miaa Saidea E. Stark, who ia at the
. 1
Pries f the bead of the borne
Lr.
aoJ
departf 1 L.-- 1 Laa) tTUm at Carta ment of the Chico economic
California State
. j i "rtJ at
kw
las
r a te the ee-- r V6tt
. tt they to--L Normal.
The ladies of the church will meet
in taa church parlors for work on
k ':fcCasn fell aadbr-k- c
bis eol-- I
afternoon.
Eeiereeev- - Thursday
r' Lm t
The
meetina of the Mc
taa cart of Mr. KinJey monthly
mitr
ir
American Red Cross
C-vie set t&e asae. from Ba will be County
held in Mr. B rose's office in
the court house next Friday evening,
jwort peefJe
t l had cjrj,u?j party Saturday at 7:90.
All members of the eiecu-- J
im eecera ram, aa tire committee are urged to be pres-- ;
7
A troop of the
Ifu-si-Jts aire Sanaa.
eni.
mjcyad aa aarljr aaernfof dip
We are very r!aJ to announce atj
tt
this time that we start the fall with
Ikk Leas, county road raperinten the indebtednesa on oar motion pic- -;
kas been to Jtamaa to, examine ture
equipment and folding chairs
r 1 repair the roads.
off by cash and pledge. The
wiped
Fin-rLoftae Merer from tb War
of the pastor's assistant
expense
Corvorauon of Washington. D.
and the yearly an- -,
durms;
the
Emmons
and Jehnny
of the Firnt mttf flWl summer
kllvMAnt'
Vitt.A m.m
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old on of Mr.
merman, twenty-monLlsa Katherine Vofrt has been a and
Mrs. R. A. Zimmerman of Cou-- ;
to the new school which is to
On Wednesday
afternoon
;.
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We put the question to one
of our oideet customers point
blank:

h

"Why do you always bring
your shoes here for repair?"
"Eecause you build long life
Into a rair cf hoes that have
been broken in," was the unhesitating response.
We can make your shoes wear
longer, fit better and look
almost aa jtood as new ones by
our scientific methods of shoe
repair.
Ju.t try us once and you'll

li

'

C

nrsn

vrr

t.

'

A

th

the f uneral of Mr. William
and a large crowd
as
present for the funeral.
On Monday Eev.. Shoemaker, ai-tan- t

Le

CONGREGATIONAL

NOTES

j

'

IJn

tion.

There has not been a single week
since the present management took
over The Herald but that we added
to our subscription lifts, and with
each issue our subscription lists have
been larper. We don't carry names
on our mailing lists just to hold up
circulation
we don't have to.

MM

Silver town
Cord
Tire
IN

TBEST

THE

LONG tXST

convinced.

o y Thomas

CITY ELECTRIC
SHOE SHOP

Lanjrhurt

i

l.f

BRING US YOUR
WORN SHOES!

17C

suzzcsrzzzi

For oa weeks pest we baye been
reriaiBf ear mailing lista. IX any
Isubecribcr's name baa been omitted
I
by mistake we will appreciate a note
'calling our attention to such omission,
bat
.riving date to which subscription
been paid, it is our aim to carry
subscribers just at long as the postal
law will permit, but when the limit
has been reached, then we take names
off and charge them to individual accounts and place them in the hands
of our attorney for collection.
The subscription lists of The Gallup
Herald have reached the point where
we cannot send The Herald longer
than one year without pay. Some
names have been charged off during
the last few weeks and when you receive notice from our attorney lor col- r
I. .
l.
lecuun piy .L.
iuv vim uxunijnijr iuav s
business. After reading The Herald
for a year, and after receiving notice
of your subscription being due, and
no reply from you, there is but one
way left for us to act, to place the
account with our attorney for collec-

st

is i is aaVartised aa Taa eteata
La yerr'j af taa world." It a dfaaa
1

f
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A Genuine SILVERTOWN
Cotd 30 x 3'A for 13.50

utate
F.
in
Prop.
Every day pets shorter, but Sunday
will be the formal fall
and had a short conference with
is still the longest.
the activities of the Con.! the pastor.
Wanted Three women for peneral,
frejatior.aJ Church in Christ f Gal-- 1
Opportunity often finds the
The same materials, construction and workmanship
lap. In bxmor of the occasion there housework. Apply to Hev. Stark. Dur- broken.
Anne,
nil be issued a big twelve pege'mg the past week six have
as in all other sizes of Silvertowns. The same high
Caurch Calendar. It will be a
thru our employment apency.
NEW BANQUET ROOM A sipn of a good winter is "Help
IK that will be prized in the days to If you need work or help, make
quality, long wear, long service and complete de
Wanted."
your
r
at sure to be present to receive wants known at "The Manse."
Vaii- Th tYhr-Ctfe is
pcndability guaranteed by the GOODRICH
"It is my fundamental conviction
room inKtaiied upstairs, over the
If most people were as bad as peojquet
standard. Your tire dealer will supply you
Our public schools are opening and xr.ai what is the matter
un me mam cate room,
room is to be ple think, they would be worse than
w wish to take this opportunity of American people is that they have modern in every lhis
save you money.
and de- they are.
and
particular
today
extending a most cordial welcome to gotten too far from God." Pres. signed for either ladies or men for
teachers. We art glad you are Harding.
No matter how rough a place is,
club meetings and banquets. The obThe Silvertown 30 x 354. For the
with us and shall do all in our power
ject of the room is to provide a place you can always live on the level.
Ford, Maxwell, Chevrolet, Willys.
la sjavke yonr stay in our midst most NEW VOTING
private so that only club members, or
PRECINCTS
Overland and other light cars.
fVaaant and profitable. If yon so
to gatherings are admitted. Teople who get into everything usuparties
wa shall be glad to have you
An elevator is to be run, coming up ally include debt.
onr church your religious home.
By order cf the County Commis-sioner- s direct from the kitchen below, thus
THE B. F. GOODRICH RUBBER COMPANY, Akron. 0U
V beliere that we have a program
three new voting placea have making every possible convenience
ESTABLISHED 1870
Heredity cr not, a boy whose
been
of
eo
as
worthy
your support
to better accom- for patrons. Jimmy Blatsios says that
designated
can't work arithmetic is handi- At the 11 o'clock
service Sunday modate people voting. Precinct No. Gallup
is destined to be a city and
for AUTOMOBILES. MOTORCYCLES. BICYCLES, TRUCU
seening, Dr. stark will preach a 21, at Danoff'a
Store, known as even now is entitled to a modern banto
No.
22.
the
at Mine No. 5, quet or club room for all clubs and Some wives stay broke because
opening cf Pinto; precinct
rrsaoajsppropriate
known as New Naviio: ini-in- t
M
patherings where privacy is wanted. their husbands get up first
27.
Coal
Sasin.
7:30
York man who claimed he was a
at
we
will
evening
The place will be ready for business
Roads built so as to interfere vtt
enday
the formal fU nnoninv
Vnr
er
n
th
toward.
mi.
IB.
The moon nvust be a wicked place. count really was one.
create breadat
September
by
proper drainage
vorth While" services. The vaca- - ty. Heaton has been changed to Re-Its people stay out all night
o
places for malaria carrying ia
of the summer is over and the i hoboth, as about all people have
Lots of men are scared by the
Wonder if Europe wants to get on quitoes, says the United States pokftl
Mffou work of the fall is to begin, moved from Heaton.
shadow of a doubt.
health service.
Funny things happen. A New her feet or on ours ?
, 7
uterintnd-rit- .
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Gallup, N. M. joins in the national demonstration of the better
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motion pictures
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Celebrating Better Pictures at
the Better Theatres
of

This

Fstr inif in theatre

lobbies

wherever you see

AT

everywhere-G-

it.

o

Paranuntctulstnati0n

the year's great progress

:
For the fifth time,' snnuollv j tUuntut. v A
.d ciiucol UlCalTCa
j exclusively toniwiiui
devote an entire week's program
Paramount Pictures!
Once more the efforts of Famous Players-L- a
sky Corporation, with its
foremost stars, its greatest directors, its brilliant and
unique stock company, and its record of almost unbroken success, receive the gratifying
stimulus of a nation-wid- e
endorsement f
The signs are up at your theatre!
The latest and greatest and most thrilling Paramount Pictures are there !

All THESE THEATRES,

REX

nvieW and ce1601"1"

AIL NEXT

WEEK-PARAM-

THEATRE

WALKED

WHO

ALONE."
TuesdaySpecial Production, "THE GREATEST TRUTH."
Also BURTON HOLMES TRAVELOGUE.
" il3 , ,4ti
Wednesday ETHEL CLAYTON in "THE CRADLE."
Thursday and Friday RODOLPH VALENTINO and GLORIA SWAN- SON in "BEYOND THE ROCKS," by Elinor
v
Glyn.
Saturday AGNES AYRES in "THE ORDEAL."
)

n
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I

This i banner
Go

Pi (T

in wherever you see it.

Come in

I

- its 7Y)

VEEK

PICTURES WILL BE SHOWN

OUNT

Sunday and Monday DOROTHY DALTON in "THE WOMAN

JvLJKsln

sail

GIBSON THEATRE
RODOLPH VALENTINO
Sd4vS?IA SWANSON in

aunday
Wed

THE ROCKS."

?WGLAS MAC LEAN in

Friday-C- ecil

THROUGH."
B. De MUle's
S
PARADISE,"
Produc-w?i!Z92F-

MR7aXJALTON
CONRAD

MILDRED
NAGEL.
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Gallup News an Happenings

TKT.FT TO fflliV,

AND PERSONALS.
ForBU C,0

J.

fepfcoM

rTtoMr..ndMrs,C.

B. Redick,

girt,SeptemDeri.
from his
, p. WUIi has returned
he spent on the Hopl
we understand that
number of rare and
We win wawn nis
interesting displays.

""SSS"

gtfifcr
IM

COLLINS

IUWH lEliTEO

ThurwUy Night

CoUins.-A- dv.

miss maxine
reather returned
Tuesday night from her visit in Oklahoma and Texas.
She enjoyed her
visiv very mucn ana wants to go back
to Texas.

Cheer Ud: All throuorh
Pr0pery Mt1i
your price and season ladies' and gents' suits pressed
we do the rest. Cre- xor uu cents, we can lor and deliver,
rnone 3U7. Adv.

EVERY '"TA
fMONTH

82-6-- tf

Mrs. Bessie Parker is back "on the
Fairchild moved Wednesday to
avenue job" as cashier at Davis Cash and
V. Mir home, corner Logan
Carry Groceteria.
Strong, recently

Col-lin-

cy

o'

a

THE EQUITABLE

Tho-rea-

u,

-

,

mid-(U-

Swnnurwmtf

CREGAR eCOLLINS

Adv.

Anna Williams.
For Rent

modern bungalow
with front and back
porches, good
tocation. Phone 319 or call
at corner
Woodrow and
Logan Ave.
City Engineer A
P. Jones, are

A

.T

n.id nml ami

August Richter has returned from
Mr.
his business trip to Germany.
Richter will give us something for
publication next week. He was too
weary from his long trip to talk for
publication this week.

George Chitwood is nursing a badly
burned hand and arm caused by using
d
a torch made of gasoline. Mr.
how to fix
to
see
needed
The work of
light
F.
remodeling the big
I. Lawrence
stores is nroirressimr something on his car, and made a
The torch proved
wry fast, and soon the big depart- torch of gasoline.
ment storM will ha a kin n ,1.) fi ..r, f,
disastrous, as Mr. Chitwood can now
testify.
wilupa shopping interests.
A.

convention

attending the Demo-eratin Albuquerque.

ic

Chit-woo-

i

It ll
Dak
41

Cafe.-A-

buainpoa f n Ttlaaaa van nnA
The only exclusive Insurance agency
fM that" tm.f 040
iir.n. in Gallup. Chas. W. Davis Insurance
t-i
jut
heat of treatment. Manhattan Agency, phone 248. 203 W. Coal Avedv.
nue. Adv.
OUT

VOU

--

For Tho$e Who Care for GOOD FOOD

THE

in

Cooked in Our
Snow-Whit- e,

Angelo Mazeocio died at St. Mary's
hosoital Auirust 30, 1922. Mazeocio
is survived by four children, who are
at present in the Orphans' home at
Albuquerque.

Sanitary
Kitchen

Merchants Lunch from

1

1

FOR RENT

:30 a. m. to 2 p. m.

modern house.

Furnished five room
Write P. A. Box 455.

R. V. Brooks, who ha3 been in Gallup for the past three months, has
returned to his home in El Paso. He

will attend the El Paso High school.

SATURDAY'S LUNCH

40c

Virginia Baked Ham
Candied Yams
June Peas a la Dixie
Salad Creole

and Frank Plnkney
both of New York City, stopped in
Gallup en route to the Snake Dance.
D.

40c

L. Colvin

The Kiwanis club has charge of the
entertainment of the Undertakers'
convention to be held here September
12

and

13.

Miss Lewis, who has been in Gallup
taking the church census, left Thursday for Albuquerque.

Sandwiches and Hot Drinks at All Times

Real Coffee With Whipped Cream

3

a

Eva Ellen Sabin is absent
her duties at the McKinley
County Abstract St Investment Co.
M iss Sabin is spending her vacation

from

in Gallup.

The McKinley County Bank is wholeheartedly interested in the industrial and commercial development of Gallup.

It desires to assist in that development by
and rendering a service to meet
practical, legitimate requirements.. Consult us
freely.
BBBBBBBBllllMBSllllSSa

Dr. and Mrs. W. D. Cornell

(UllurNwMexico
ORGANIZED 1904

have

as their house guests, Mr. Cornell's
mother, Mrs. H. C. Cornell, Mr. and
Mrs. Tom Talle and Mrs. C. E. Tyler.
Little Miss Cynthia Morris enter
tained a number of her little friends
on Friday.
Miss Cynthia was four
years old on that date.
Dr. DeLong left Wednesday for Albuquerque for the Democratic con
vention.
Mrs. F. E. Ellis and Mrs. L. Marsh
are visiting friends in Albuqueiqde

J. M. Childress, prominent cattle
man of Thoreau, was rushed into Gallup last week on account of a seriously
affected appendix. Miss May, his
daughter, accompanied her father in
Miss Elva Awbold of Farmington
win teach at Allison this year.

Thursday afternoon the ladies of
the Congregational church met with
Mrs. F. L. Evans to organize a church

club.

Mrs. Sam Dimon is visiting
in Albuquerque.

frinds

mi
BFff

IP

F. S. Lawrence has returned from
St. Louis.
did not hold its
The
meeting on .Thursday.
club will meet with Mrs. L. G. Sha'ik- lin on Thursday of next week.

The Thursday club

weekly

Mrs. W. B. Johnson Is planning to
leave Sunday for Albuquerque and
Santa Fe. Mrs. Johnson will be in
Santa Fe for the Fiesta.
Mrs. Anna T. Boyd, second grade
teacher in the Gallup central school,
returned to Gallup just in time to go
"on the job" Friday morning. Mrs.
Boyd spent a pleasant three months
visiting ncr sun in tvunsas vu.
P. P. Martinez is on a business trip
to Santa Fe. He will return via Al
buquerque in time to attend the Re
publican State convention on Septem
ber 7.

Miss Faye Diggs is attending the
Democratic convention in Albuquer
que.

Steamboat Flats until assistance

Among the people of importance
stopping over in Gallup on their way
to the Snake Dance were Mrs. S. Cole
man, wife of Admiral ioieman, ana
Misses Elizabeth and norence mey
ers. dauehters of Eugene Meyers, Jr.
who is chairman of the war finance
committee. They were all from New
York City.

LUNCHEONETTES

after

LACOR DAY MESSAGE

Margaret Sims is nt hum
short vacation spent In Pueblo,

Sumner Sollitt, who has been
with the construction
company
that is building the annex to El Nav
Evan Wamsley is spending a few ajo, left Friday for his home in Chi'
Mr. cago.
davs with friends in Gallup.
Wamsley is here from San Bernar
Mrs. Sam Dimon is in Albuquerque
dino, Cal.
and will remain over for the RepubState convention.
August 21 Judge French married lican
Adelaida Campas and Evardj Padilla,
Miss Nellie, daughter of Mr. and
both of Gallup.
Mrs. Ben Benarbe, who had her tonH. Hainline and family, who have sils and adenoids removed recently, is
been visiting Mr. and Mrs. R. G. doing very nicely.
Graf, have returned to their home in
Mrs. Mattie Baker, who has been
Burlington, Colo.
visiting her daughters, Mrs. Nellie
and Mrs. La Tisha B. Insley,
Only the largest and best com- Taylor
for her home in De Soto,
left
Tuesday
this
are
agency,
represented by
panies
Kansas.
satisfacand
or
prompt
assuring you
tory settlement in case of loss. Chas.
A. Carrington was in
Mrs. C.
Phone
W. Davis Insurance Agency.
town this week from her ranch neir
248. Adv.
Thoreau.
On their way back from the Snake
George Keepers took Mrs. Crosser,
Dance the Duitzmann car had a very
mother-in-laMrs. Goehnng and
unfortunate accident. On account of his
Miss Genevieve Glass to the snake
was
stranded
car
the
stripped gears
dance.

could be summoned from Gallup. Mr.
and Mrs. Lloyd . Ambrose, Mr. and
Mrs. August Deitzmann and Miss
Hazel Wilmunder were the members
of the party in the car.

CANDY SHOP

Miss

Miss

Mrs. Simon Danoff and the
baby your wife can be assured of a check
j. i Bonis.
are uue to leave lor as extended stay
froaa the Equitable for si long as
she may survive you. This income
Griego is PlanninK to in Los Angeles.
JTsunday for .SantaandFe.willMrs.
be diminished, discounted,
cannot
We can accommodate a few
TZt Twill visit friends
gentleor diverted. It is Use safest sad
She expects to be men with room and board. Family
bct way to make permanent provicooking, steam heated rooms, courte
two weeks.
gont about
ous tratcent, reasonable prices. Mrs
sion for s dependent. Ask for the
H. E. Blackwell. See Cregar &
s
booklet describing the Equitable's
If tour property is worth having it
for information.
Adv.
being protected by an
New Life Income policy.
wntten by this agency.
Mrs. Phillip Grant and Mrs. Lou
write.
S? it now."
"
sisters, have gone to San
W .Davis Insurance Agency, Myers,
Phone 248. Adv. Pedro, Cal., to visit their sister, Mrs.
LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY
jflW. Coal Ave.,
0. B. Reese.
(the
has
returned
Davis
W.
UNITED 3TATK9
Mrs. Chas.
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Harvey of
Wisconsin.
in
visit
from her
IM
Nev Teik City
Mrs. S. F. Stacher and daughi tf Vniim- is olanninir to leave Sat ters, Bonita and Iola. of Crown Point
mjiyfor Colorado Springs where he were in town Saturday to attend the
Misses Bonita and tola reNew dance.
will attend a convention of the
mained in Gallup over Sunday visitInsurance That Insures
York ure ciud.
ing Miss Anna VVIilliams.
of
the
peoof
number
notice
Tike
Have your eyes examined by a regy
ple who are taking their daily
Protection That Protects
lunches at the Manhattan Cafe istered optometrist. Dr. E. Parke
the only registered optometrist
Zi you will come along. Adv.
in Uailup. Registered in New Mexico.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Tiltian and little Post Office building.
ion Henry leave Saturday for Los
Mr. and Mrs. D. A. Davis will spend
Angeles, where they expect to utay
Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Melton
for three months.
Jones at White Water.
is in receipt of the
C. M. Rouse
Ralph Yoder and Herbert Stacher
mm that a baby girl was Lorn to
returned from Fort Bliss Sunday. They
Mr f nd Mrs. M. E .Hahn on Atgu.-- t
PHONE 135
of Mr. spent a month at the C. M. T. C.
22. int. Hahn is a nephew
NECTTO COURTHOUSE
VirgMrs.
nee
was
and
Hahn
Kotue,
New Method Cleaners, Dyers and
inia Martin who taught the north
All work strictly guaranttide city school, and well known in Hatters.
eed. We call for and deliver. Phone
Gallup.
307. Adv.
If yoil are not one of the many
of August
On the twenty-sixt- h
who are pleased with the service of
Judge Schauer is spending the week
Edmund R. French married
Judge
in
and
the Manhattan
come
Albuquerque.
Cafe,
along
Miss Rosa Dodson and Mr. Charles fc.
Adv.
you will come again.
Miss Nellie Bernabe is recovering Smith, both of this city.
La Verne Mellinger, who had his from an operation for the removal of
Miss Maxine Feather has returned
tonsils removed at St. Mary's
hospital tonsils and adenoids, the surgical from a pleasant vacation spent in
last week, is at home and is doing operation being performed by Dr. W.
Plainview, Texas.
B. Cantrell at the Gallup Clinic.
aitely.
Store ladder and track for sale, at
Visa Eva Ellen Sabiti will iave
The Manhattan Gafe feeds a great
Adv.
Shanklin's.
there is a
Sunday for Santa Fe to attend the many people every day
Fiesta.
reason. Adv.
J. R. Willis is making a combined
und pleasure trip out into
Take a seat at one of .our tables,
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Harvey, Mrs. S. business
Mr. Willis is spending his
Hopilahd.
look over our menu
F.
and
Miss
Beulah
Stacher
Stacher vacation
list, and if you
pictures of the Ho)i
taking
don't find what
overfor
an
you want, tell us and left Thoreau Wednesday
tribe for his studio in Gallup.
wt will get it for you.
and
to
land
Santa
Manhattan
Albuquerque
trip
Cafe-Fe. They will attend the Fiesta in
Miss Alfreda West and .Dell HenSanta Fe.
derson were married by Judge French
Misi
Eva Kitchen has returned
on August 2. Both are residents of
from her vacation which
Mrs. W. E. Phelps anif children are
was spent
at Lot Angeles and other beach
to
from
their Gallup.
return home Sunday
city due
places.
She has resumed her place visit in San Antonio, Texas.
Agency: Equitable Life Assurance
at the Ilfeld wholesale house.
Society.
For service that counts insure your
Insurance that insures,
Miss
Beulah Stacher of Crown life, your house, your furniture and
Protection that protects.
Point spent the week end with Miss auto with Cregar & Collins.
Adv.
Cregar & Collins. Adv
insur-ITooli-

niunl...

R. Willis returned home
after a pleasant vacation spent
uii vne nopi reservation.
Miss Eva Kitchen has returned
home from Los Angeles where she
spent a month vacationing,

Colo.

Collins from

&

Ifvrtla TvIa

music in the Gallup public schools,
arrivtw m uauup xuursaajr.
Hiss
Taylor spent her vacation at her
nome in uecnerd, Tenn.

J.

Supt. S. F. Stacher of Crown Point
was in Gallup Friday and Saturday on
official business.

If

Creg"

t

MISS

Misses Ann Faltine and Marie
Stach, who hsve been spending their
vacations at their home in Chicago,
nave reiurnea w weir positions at the
ci inavajo

"For S8,.e,"

fW

tfnS
"75

BY CREGAR

Mr. and tin J
-- t
horns at their rssidsnct oa Sullivan
avenue.

"BIG THINGS AHEAD
FOR GALLUP"
Our advice to all is to buy your
real estate now before the advance in
prices. We have exceptional bargains
in homes, vacant residence property

and business property. See us before
buying.
CREGAR & COLLINS
Terms or Cash.

THE HEALTH SERVICE

OF OSTEOPATHY
or abnormal condiA
tion of the physical frame of the body
underlies most sickness. It Is the business of the Osteopathic physician to
determine the nature of these conditions and to correct them.
In the service which ho renders to
the patient nothing necessary to rapid
and permanent recovery is overlooked.
He will prescribe the necessary diet.
He will advise on matters of hygiene,
sanitation and environment. In extreme cases, where necessity dicates,
he will reaort to surgery.
The health service of Osteopathy Is
complete. It includes every necessary
element for- successfully
treating
disease.
Do not confuse Osteopathic methods
with those of other schools who limit
of
thierselves to a single method
treatment for all forms of sickness,
OR. I. W. MERVINE,
Commercial Hotel

NOTICE

I will not bs responsible for any
Mrs. 0. J. Hart, who has been visMrs. C.
iting her daughter, Mrs. W. Sawyer, debts contracted by my wife,1922.
for the past two months, has returned Pintarelll, after August 26,
HENRY PINTARELLL
to her home in EvsnsviUe, Ind.

Congregational
Church

SUMBAY
Sept. 3m
11:00 A. M. Sermo- n-

;

"Unconscious Influence"
Dr. L. A. Stark

7:30 P. M.

"WORTH WHILE" Service
Featuring Helen Keller in
"DELIVERANCE"

"The Eighth Wonder of the
World"

BIG TWELVE

PAGE-SOUVENI-

R

BOOKLET
YOU are invited with your
friends.
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"xlaratkn made this

Chairman
Crtiiii Stataof the
effort
l b ail exposure
lwtepMident committee headed
of the Santa it
tWCutting
obtain placea f or the
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tice of the peace at San Rafael, VaIt is a pretty spectacle.
II ia sssa aa eniichteninr spectacle. lencia county, for 18 years He was
a
for the first State
Likswwa it is another proof that tbe
legislature. He is educated in both
farmeat of loud

crfstest writer
uper-ro- In the District Court Within and for
throlbirp,
passionate
1
...
the County of MrKinley snd
WMtliuv
"t"! iv ......
I;,
State of New Mesico.
studio, Hollywood, when Elinor Glyn
f
and Mrs. A. M. Williamson renewed Barbara Maloney,
to
i--Uaxtan,
Plaintiff,
acquaintance started ten years ago
atidant on the Republican state an
i
vs.
boss at the latter's villa near Monte Carlo.
of
tMTCiM
the
UwC
"Three
i.
of
Weeks,"
S. Harlan, the unknown heirs
author
Elinor
rCarl
Glyn,
statement.
manly
twa. It was
and "The Great Moment," was on
of Carl S. Harlan, deceased;
CUirman Phillip from the linta hand to assist in the filming of ber
Liuda C Harlan, the unknown
-- "lor novel, "Beyond the Rocks," a Para
heirs of Liuda C. Harlan, def hi poaition, declared
cards
aU
with
mount picture starring uiona owan-so- n
CT&al. a squarek.deal,
ceased; James S. Thompson, the
MMinct of nartr
and showing next week at the
unknown
heirs of James S.
and
Eva J.
lie hM asked for advice
Res theatre.- - Mrs. Wil!iamon is the
deceased,
Thompson,
"A. M." of the famous "C. N. and A.
flocEeel iron tea ran, ana ju
unknown
Thompson, and the
M. Williamson'' who are joint authors
claimants of interest in the
all "The
.,,.L .nMafiil mmnnf
adverse to the plaintiff.
premises,
baa now proved Lightning Conductor," "Lord Love- Defendants.
Lasko politics, and
tZTzLzZm.
wmMmin that itaa- land Visits America," "ine rnncess
No. 1944.
NOTICE OF SUIT.
vi. Ha hat given tbe mpeople of Passes" and "Lady Betty Across the
Kaw Lwko, refiraieaa
Water." Following the death of ber TO THE ABOVE NAMED DEpry, husband
some months ago, Mrs. Wilwhat titty havo hen aahing for,
FENDANTS:
v
fkiv kart anorevaL
You and each of you are hereby
liamson came to America on a sight- Oai aheat BraaMn Ortiina;, Pb4 seeing tour.
notified that suit has been filed by
New nexican i
fiber of the Santa Fe
the sbove named plaintiff, and is now
vmw Jmi Jor a .number of years
pending against the above named deANNOUNCEMENT
hta demand, for the
C
in the Di3trict Court of Mo
wJay w,Ji
fendants,
f "booa"hisrule, and has in w J Pill. Rime, nlareg his an Kinley County, New Mexico, said suit
newspaper
thraagh
being Numbered 1944 of the docket
man nouncement in Tbe Gallup Herald so- of
said court.
ffcrie" Unas ewj frunent with
on
sheriff
for
nomination
the
liciting
That the general objects of said
fi ao Jca ofas the BepaUicanthesidaparty the
Mr. Raines
' democratic ticket
dsUoching
Jiarrs
uit are to quiet and set at rest, plainasaN Methods. He abandoned asks for the nomination on his mer- tiff's tile, in snd to the following
He
office.
the
for
and
fitness
its
ilSt H?ablieaB ptxtf nnder thecal wants
AU of
premises,
free expression of tbe voice described
that is was bopeleasly''boss'' ft of the a Democratic
Lots Numbered Twelve( 12), Thirteen
and
convention,
imiin hoeaase ho oould not
(13), Fouteen (14), and Fifteen (15),
feels that if his claims for the nomin-lln- n in
fJaatJ. He bemoaned and bewept
Block Number Sixty One (61) of
!
will
he
Hiil
enniiidered
that
the Kb Into which tbe party had be
the Original Townsite of the Tov.n of
convention.
of
;
choice
that
the
(alien and the condition of political
Gallup, McKinley County, New Mexslavery" into which the New Mexico
ico, as the same is surveyed and
ANNOUNCEMENT
votx-fcad
been dragged.
of record.
platted
' Behold him now putting his party
That
the plaintiff prays for the
to
Tfc. Halliin Herald is authorized
:
establishment of her estate in said
associates on the auction block,
to knock them down to the
property and to bar and forever estop
S. Lucero for the nomination on the
you and each of you, the said defenfejfhsst bidder for places on that
ticket! Seeking to employ "bora" Republican ticket for the office of dants, from having or claiming any
enla that abominable and hideous probate judge of McXinley county. right or title to the said premises,
this which he so vehemently abhors In behalf of his candidacy we can adverse to the plaintiff, and that
plaintiff's title thereto be forever
quieted and set at rest
You are further notified that unless
you, and each of you enter an appearance in said cause, on or before
the 20th day of October, 1922, judgment will be rendered in said cause
' - 1
you by default.
against
w
The name and address of plaintiff's
BlJftllOWg rOHTAOTB.
attorney is H. C. Denny, whose Post
Office and business address is Gallup,
r- -

"

Re-

g

sooner or later falls into rsgs which English and Spanish languages. He
1 would
off, from their own is good citizen, conservative thinkkeg ultimately droprottenness, and expese the nsked soul er snd a man who can fill the office
of probate judpe with efficiency snd
of tbe wearer.
honor.
matter! OX DartT
tie public walfara. FAMOUS AUTHORS MEET
gr my- LEGAL PUBLICATIONS.
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Pnccr TlxrecJteas
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Millionaire

Suit

s

Gallup, McKinley County, N. M., on
4th day of September, 1922.
uiaimani names bb wiinewts.
Fred Catt. of Gallun. N. M.: Man- son Jones, of Gallup, N. M.: Mrs.
Manson Jones, oi uaiiup, w. m.; tarn
Danoff, of Gallup, N. M.
A. M. BERGERE,

the

(1549)

5t

8-- 5

Register.

to

20 lbs. FAMILY WASH
For $1.25
We Wash, Rime, Blue, Wring and Return to You Damp

NOTICE OF VACCINATION
School Children of McKinley
County.

Gallup Steam Laundry
PHONE 166.

New Mexico.

n

tu

Public notice is hereby given
to parents that all children between the age of six and sixC. M. ROUSE,
County Clerk, McKinley County, teen years, who have not preClerk of the
and
been successfully vacDistrict Court of said County. viously
must be vaccinated
cinated,
of
District
(Seal
Court.)
before being
First Publication September 2nd, 1922. against small-po- x
Last Publication September 23rd, 1922 admitted to school.
to
(1195) 4t.
Attention is directed to Sec- -

WITNESS My hand and seal of said
court this 30th day of August, 1922.

Mir asaerjr ajsl grara save
tar iM awamUsa of Hew ' Tak
Ussmawirs from ber nrst appear

1

'

mxropollian

io

A

9--

At

Entire Family Wash

2

tions 28, 29, Chapter 85, Laws
of 1919, which provide penalties for failure to comply with
these instructions.
Vaccination may be done by
any licensed physician, the
school nurse, or the County
Health Officer.

Parents are advised to hit
all children vaccinated on t
before the fourth day of September, as the law will be nj
idly enforced.
H. W. BROSE,
County Supt. of Schook

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

1

Department of the Interior, U. S.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.,
July 28, 1922.

II
More recently her name has been
connected wttb reports of a suit

threatened In ber behalf against a
son of one of the wealthiest and best
known of America's great financial
families. The charge of a broken
matrimonial plwlt la said to figure
in this proanecllvf litigation.
The name of the man' against
whom suit is understood to be contemplated, though not yet of court
record. Is freely mentioned to Broad'
way chat as synonymous with millions of money.

it

Notice is hereby given that Richard
H. Blonmfield, of Ranmh, N. 11 , who,
on April 9, 1917, made Add. Homestead
Entry, No. 03IG24, for NW4; SW
NEV, NE'4 SW4, Sectk.n 14, Township 10 N., Ranpe 16 W., N. M. P.
Meridiun, has filed notice of intention
to make three year Proof, to estab-- '
lish claim to the land above described,
before U. S. Commissioner, at Hamuli,
McKinley Co., N. M., on the 7th day
of September, 1922.
Claimant names as witnesses:
O. F. Lewis, F. A. Merrill, Jim
Nelson, J. V. Mean, all of Raniah,
N. M.
A. M. BERGERE,
RcRister.
(1551) Bt. 5 to
8--

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior, U. S.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.,
Aur. 18, 1922.

Notice is hereby piven that Clinton
Jolly, of Bluewater, N. Mex., who,
on March 4, 1921, made Homestead
Entry, No. 031520 for all of Section
28, township 14 N., Range 10 West,
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of
intention to make 3 year Proof, to
establish claim to the land above described, before U. S. Commissioner, at
Grants, Valencia County, N. Mex., on
the 4th day of October, 1922.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Taylor, of Bluewater, New
Mex.; Frank Packett, of Bluewater,
New Mex.; Arthur Carter, of
New Mex.; Samuel Sherley, of
Bluewater, New Mex.
A. M. EERGEin,
C.

Blue-wate-

(11-15-

St.

)

to

NOTICE

r,

Hotter

FOR PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior, .V. S.
Office at Santa Fe, N. M.,
Auk. !, H'22.
Notice is hereby pivi-- that Rdfncl-it- a
Chavez de Garcia, of Sun Fidel,

N. M.r who, on April 24, 1.M7, made

homestead entry, No. 02320, for
NTi, Section 12, Towihin 7 N.,
KimRo 10 W., N. M. P. Morfdian, ha.
filed notice of intention to make three
year Proof, to establish claim to the
land above described, before U. S.
Commissioner, at Seboyeta, Valencia
Co., N. M., on the 20th day of Sep-

tember,

THE HUNTING SEASON
Approaches With Unusual Interest

We Are Prepared
to Furnish Parties with Ready-to-Serv- e
Lunchettes of Just the Eatables You Want.

WHITE GAFE
Costs You Less and You Get the Best

a'oiaca.

1922.

Claimant names as witnesses:
T. H. Garcia, of Grants. N. M.:
Lubcrto Gallepos of Grants, N. M.;
Frank Garcia, of San Fidel, N. M.;
Felipe Trujillo of Grants, N. M.
A. M. BERGERE,
(1593)

Bt.

8--

to

Register.

j
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior, U. S.
I.i.nd Office at Santa Fe, N. .M.,1

July

28, 1922.

Notice is hereby given that Albert!
M. butler, of Gallup, N. M win, on
March 30th, 1921, made Rnlargetl
Homestead Entry, No. 038631, for
WH, Section 24, Township 13 N.,
Range 18 W., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of intention
tion to make three year proof, to establish claim to the land above described, before U. S. CommiMionor, at

mage.

TO THE REPUBLICAN VOTERS
OF M'KINLEY COUNTY
We invite you to join us in seeking from the coming state convention of our
the
nomination of Stephen B. Davis as Republican candidate for United
party

States Senator.

We respectfully submit to you the following practical considerations which
convince us that Judge Davis is the strongest candidate our party can choose:
For nearly twenty-fiv- e
years Judge Davis has lived in Las Vegas, San Mifual
county, which is also the home of Senator A. A. Jones, who will be the democratic
nominee. As against a republican candidate from another county and another section of the state Senator Jones, by reason of his
long residence and personal
acquaintance, will inevitably make some, inroads into Republican majorities in tail
section of New Mexico and will command a substantial portion of the independent
vote of the district.

Judge Davis will receive not only the full republican party vote of his home
county, the largest in our state, out of which he will come with the largest majority
ever given a Republican candidate, but he will alto receive similar majorities in tM
Republican counties of Mora. Guadalune. Tnlfa
R; Amk.
nl Taos. and. by
reason of his acquaintance and personal popularity he will carry by substantial
majorities sucn counties as Union, Dan Juan, and others which in recent elections
have been fighting ground.
snffr
We submit that this support, which he will
unquestionably receive, is
cient to insure his election, even should he receive no more than normal republican
majorities in other sections of New Mexico.
Although an active and useful member of the Republican party throughout
his twenty-fou- r
years of residence in New Mexico, Judge Davis has never been
milinvolved in any factional difference in or out of his home
county which couldhe h
itate against his success as a candidate. Without
wavering in his party loyalty as
maintained a liberality of view and an independence
cf action that mark him
man of courageous character.
Judee Davis came to New Mexico twenty-fou- r
with a degree from
vears
the Yale aw school and nothing else but a determination ago
to make his way. 67
f heer
and unwavering integrity he has won his
to
the to? of his profesability
way
sion, and has left a record on the way of steadily increasing usefulness both as prhim
ivate citizen and public officer. His record and his
qualifications will commend
to the whole people of New Mexico.
These are practical reasons which
prove the wisdom of nominating Judfor
Davis for the Senate. With reflection upon
the claims of any other candidate
the nomination, we repeat our conviction that
candJudge Davis is the strongest once
idate for senator our party can
nominate, that his nomination will mean at
his election and increased majorities for our
entire state and congressional ticket
and that when elected his service to our state will be of the
highest order and greyest usefulness.
In choosing a senatorial candidate the
purpose of our party is to elect a Republican senator from New Mexico.
Judge Davis can and will be elected. We ask your
in enlisting the support of your
convention and of the delegate
it will choose to our state convention, for thecounty
nomination of Judge Davis.

Respectfully submitted,

NEW MEXICO DAVIS CLUB
By HARRY W. KELLY, Chairmaan
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Till

thereon by mori
or otherwi, tht consideration given for said atock shall bt
posit will be held and applied in pay.
Mex.; Mark Hardin, of Grants, N mcni
losning of money upon real property ami th conclusive.
oi auvertisim sxptnueaj ana on
Mex.
taking of mortgages and alignment of mortARTICLE VL
first payment for said timber. One
gage of th aama; tha buying, aUtn and
The affair
ot
shall
be
thia
M.
?SMaa-A.
BERGERE,
third of the amount offered by the
it
(itad baaling in bonds-anloana secured by laort-gage-a conducted by a Board ofcorporation
that thara
three directors and
Ke.ifwte."". successful
FOR
or other liens on real property.
SUM vorpora-the following named ihall constitute the
bidder must be paid at time
to
(8) To manufacture, purchase or otherwise Board of Directors, ta serva for tht first (1146) St. 8-of Bale, and such successful bidder :
acquire goods, merchandise and personal prop- three months neat following the incorporamil;
of Aufust A. 1
will be required to enter into a conerty of every class, and to hold, own, mort- tion of aaid company, and until their succesgage, sell or otherwise dispose of, trade, deal sors art duljr elected and have Qualified:
Ia the District Court Within and for tract providing for the payment of the
name.
the
deal
and
with
in
Charlni W. Davis, whose reside net it GalriiitatkWfcn' Nan
Uw County of McKinley and State
Daiance in equal payments in on and
(0) To apply for, obtain, register, purchase. lup, New Mexico, and who
past affiea
two years thereafter, with proviso
of New Mexiro.
tease or otnerwtae- - acquire, and to hold. use. address it Gallup, New Meilco: N. A. Rom,
f IH, SkaJaW Liability.
own, operate and introduce, and to aell, assign whose residence la Gallup, New Meiico, and Max Frkovich,
that payment shall in all cases be
la
named
or
to
otherwise
dispose of any trade marks, whose poat office address la Gallup, New
made in advance of cutting, no timTbt incorporator. nil arho
Plaintiff.
trad names, patents, invention,
improve. Meiico : and P. N. Grievo, whose residence ia
Par S ptriat tn Una. It
tata laatMt
vs.
No. 1935. ber to be cut until payment shall
successors
menta and processes used in connection with Gallup, New Meiico, and whoae pott office
mm
womb par uaa, uaaa saasa
i h
fmm or secured under letters patent of the United address it Gallup, New Meiico. Thereafter Ellen Woodside, the unknown heirs,
have
for
same.
been
made
Further
art
Ausutt, Nine- - States, or elsewhere or otherwise, and to use. the Board of director shall be elected from
information concerning this sale may
of Ellen Woods ide, deceased;
at the annual stockirporaiion exercise, develop, grant, licenses in respect of, among the atockholdera
be obtained upon inquiry of the ComElizabeth . Doane, the unknown
otherwise to turn to account any such holders meeting- - to be held on the first Mon,b, i,ar'oM Mt forth or
trade-markmissioner of Public Lands. The right FOR SALE Fine Indian
heirs of Elizabeth Doane depatents, licenses, processes and day ot October of each year, or as the By
TnOa
il lMgO.t
i
tht like, or any such property or rights.
to reject any and all bids is reserved.
Lays may otherwise provide.
James L. Murphy, the
ceased;
rv
store, stone building, corrals,
'
th Stat
II
ARTICLE VII.
(10) To subscribe for, purchasa or otherIN.
A.
Murheirs
FIELD,
of
unknown
James
Mm
well of water, tea acres ums .
Mexico wise acauire. hold. own. use. mortaajre. n edare.
The Board of Directors, by a majority vote
af th 8UU of
tiOjawi
Commissioner of Public Lands. engine,
I
to be ianed ar aw hypothecate, deal in, sell or otherwise dispose of all three members, shall have power to
phy, deceased; Charles L. Brown,
mile from
Twenty-fiv- e
cultivation.
tifit.
llt-7-29
ot stock, bonds, coupons, debentures, evi adopt, amend and rencind the
to
for
oi sara Commission,
(1543)
.I a
an4 W
deceased, the unknown heirs of
A bargain. Dissolving par- -'
Gallup.
dences
on
una
of
of
and
of
fill
the
to
r.
va
the
of
santa
1 1
indebtedness,
any
obligations
government
corporation,
L.
rS'Sna t tht City
Charles
deceased;
Brown,
cancies occurring In the Hoard from any
nership. Address Albuquerque, Nnr
governmental authority, company,
B nun
Charles Liebalt Brown, (a minor),
or individual, and in all other negotiable cause, and to elect and appoint auch officers,
Mexico. P. 0. Box 373.
ivi i ships
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION,
securities and instruments, without restriction aicenta and committee aa they may deem necVnsirniBn,
and Irene Horner Brown Lewis;
S.
U.
the
as
of
amount.
to
auch
as
with
confer.
Department
Interior,
powers
essary
they may
f i
Karl Leopold Brey, and the unARTICLE VIII.
land Office at Santa Fe, N. M, FOR RENT Store building" in rood
(11) To draw, make, accept, endorse, dis
TL KOBRISON,
known heirs of Karl Leopold
Tht life of this corporation and the term
count, execute, issue and dispose of surplus
28, 1922.
July
terwhich
same
the
for
the
shall
and
location. Inquire at Paris Shot)
eimt.
Ernestine
Florine
deceased;
warrants
snd
Brey,
certificates, promissory notes,
Notice is hereby given that Daniel Store and
(26)
all other negotiable or transferable Instru mination thereof shall be twtnty-fiv- a
and
the
unknown
Shop, Third street, next to
Brey,
Sturgel
the
from
date
after
of
and
hereof.
N.
Martinez
Mex.,
San
Mateo,
years
who,
amounts
Di
ITAT8 OF NEW MEXICO
in
th
of
as
such
Board
ments,
Odd Follows HalL
heirs of Florine Ernestine SturKol
ARTICLK IX.
on Oct. 2, 1919, made Homestead En., Cortiflcat of CompiriMtv
rectors may deem proper.
The amount of the authorised capital stock
Brey, deceased; Adelinde Anna
ihjttl Stataa of America
(12) To lend, deposit or advance money. subscribed
try, No. 037927, for Lots 1, 2, 3, i, and
m.
for and with which this corporaTahof Nwieo
Brey Yucht, and the unknown
security and property to or with such person tion will commence business and the name
WV4, Section 18, Township 13 N., FOR RENT Large cool room, suitSfcBtriir Ortified. that the annexed
snd upon such terms as may .tm expedient of the
Anna
heirs
of
Adelinde
of
Brey
able for gentleman. Call phone 299 ,
the
ami
the
respective
incorporators
complete transcript
M.
W..
8
ML tra
has
P.
N.
Meridian,
Range
lend
to
or
snd
sdnnw money amounts of the authorised capital stoi-- of
negotiate loans,
Yucht, deceased; Otto Richard
ottfieaU of Incorporation of
filed notice of intention to make three
and to give credit to such persoi.j and on this company subscribed for by such incorHERALD PRINTING
m GALLUPCOMPANY
Brey, the unknown heirs of Otto
such terms as may seem expedient and ipon porators is as follows:
year Proof, to establish claim to the
Marie
such
be
the
as
Richard
by
may
deceased;
dternind
tl.OOOOO
security
Brey,
P.
N.
200
sharee
GricKO,
land above described, before U. S.
WANTED To trade 80 acres of IrLiability.)
(No Stockholders'
Board of Directors, including the chare
of Charlei VV. Davis
100 shar
5l0 40
Brown, deceased, the unknown
at Grants, Valencia rigated land in Colfax county. New
this Company, and in part'cular to custodiers N. A. Ros
Commissioner,
100 shsrea
500.00
thereon, aa aame a
Marie
of
deceased;
Brown,
heirs
4 t, mJontaienta
and others having dealings with the Cumnnny.
ARTICLE X.
Co., N. M., on the 7th day of Septem- Mxico, for real estate In Gallup or
fib and of record in the office
an
and to give guarantees in be, ome f.ecurity
Mary Brown, the unknown heirs
There shall be no stockholder!' lisbility on
Albuquerque.
ber, 1922.
Corporation commission.
Inquire of owner. 20ft
for any such persons.
of thia
John
of
of
account
the
stork
of
any
the
State
deceased;
Wbereof.
capital
Brown,
Corporation
S. Puerco Drive.
Mary
h btiaoay 41m
Claimant names as witnesses:
m
fflatA nf New Mexico has
.f
(IS) To form, promote, subsidize and auist company isud,
heirs
the
unknown
D. Heindl,
IN WITNESS
we hive here
Procopio Sandoval, of San Mateo.
WHEREOF,
to be agned by its persons, companies, syndicates and partner
aad tka certificate
of John D. Heindl, deceased;
WANTED Two Janitors for Gal,
N. M.; Luciano
ships of all kinds, and to in any manner unto set our hands and seals this !nd day
Martines, of San
iu-- ji and tht aeal of said Commmsion.
,
. in
i
!.. Pilu nt 3nnt F
tin acquire, hold, own, and dHpo-tJohn D. Heidcl, and the unknown
of stocks, of Auiriut, ltH.
Mateo, N. M.; Ignacio Martinez, of lup public schools. Apply to Roy L. ,
P. N. GitlEHU.
bonds or other obligations of any corporation
(Seal)
D. Heidel, decensed;
John
heirs
of
ta tMk tar of August A. D.B. 1922.
San Mateo. N. M.: Serafin Martinet. wmte, superintendent.
CHARLES W. DAVI3. (Seal).
MONTOYA.
formed for, or then or theretofore engain-N. A. ROSS.'
Joseph Heidcl, the unknown heirs
of San Mateo; N. M.
(Seal).
Chairman in pursuing any one or more of the kind of
(JUX)
of JoseDh Heidel. deceased; Anna
business, purposes, objects or operations herein Stale of New Meiico,
FOR RENT Newly finished and
A. M. BEKuEKE,
as.
MORRISON,
indicated, or any other business, or owning County of MrKinley.
Heidel, the unknown heirs of
Register. nicely furnished rooms.
On this 22nd day of Auituat, lilt, before
Inquire at
or holding the stocks or the obligations of
Cltrk
the
and
Anna
deceased;
Heidel,
N.
avenue.
5
P.
me
iuo
iiersonalty appeared
to
Griego, Charle
(1550) 5t.
AITICLES OF INCORPORATION
any auch corporation, and to do any other
W. Davis, N. A. Rosa, to me known to be
unknown claimants of interest in
act or thinirs lor the preservation, protection,
GALLUP HERALD PRINTING
LOST Gold wrist, watrh anil kl,u
the premises, adverse to the
improvement or enhancement of the value of the persona described in and who executed
COMPANY
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
any such stork, bonds or other obturations, to the foregoing instrument, and acknowledged
leather strao. : Firidar will ha
plaintff,
they eiecuted the aame as their free act
Na Slaikholdera'
Liability).
exercise all the rights, powers and privileges that deed.
S.
the
Department of
Interior, U.
Defendants.
rvvr-e- ;
.
Return to Gall
DIOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS : or ownership thereof, and to exercise any and and
IN WITNESS WHEREOK, I have hereunto
Land Office at Sunta Fe, N. M., ally
NOTICE OF SUIT.
have this day aaao-a- all voting power thereon.
American Coal company, sales de-ip-'
to a tht andtTtii-ned-, for
and
and
teal
day
official
the
hand
set
my
or
of
person
the purpose
(14) To iruarantee the fidelity
wntlna together
Aug. 24, 1922.
TO THE ABOVE NAMED DEFENDaraitf corporation under and pursuant to filliniz or about to fill situations of tru.it or year last above written.
Notice is hereby given that Juan parxmenc, uaiiup.
ANTS:
My commission expiree, September 28, 1925.
and confidence and the due performance and dism
Kl
ti km of tba doState of New Mexico,
,,
n.,n.
V.
PEARSON.
Un,..ll
LUCILG
each of you, are hereby
Yon
and
hereby adopt Articles of charge by such persons of all or any of the
aria! purpose
FOR RENT
fumUhetJ
Notary Public. notified that suit has been filed
on March 22, 1921. made Homestead
duties and obligations imposed on them by (SEAL)
laaaailiiii, t loiiows:
by
Vol.
7
d.
No.
Cor.
Endorwd.
Ree
modern apartment.
1U79,
ARTICLE I.
contract or otherwise.
Apply at 40ft.
NW
No. 037563, for
now
is
entry,
and
named
of
above
of
U1.
Certificate
the
Pane
plaintiff,
Incorporation
lenders.
NlaaM of this corporation shall be THE
(IB) To contract with borrowers.
...
NEVi SWtt, See-i- East Hill.
HERALD PRINTING COMHERALD
PRINTING
COMPANY
annuitants and others for the establishment, THE GALLUP
pending against the above named de- SEhi; EH
M
D...,nn on w
LXOr
PANY (No Stockholders'
Liability). Piled in
ti
Mcof
Court
accumulation, provision and payment of sink Office
Liability).
District
in
the
fendants,
Commission
of
of State Corporation
ARTICLE II.
ing funds, redemption funds, dpreciavon New
A.
M. Kinley County, New Mexico, said suit N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice or
PROFESSIONAL.
Au. 25. IU22-1- 0:30
funds, and
atmct, residences and poxt ofi.iv ad
funds, renewal funds, endowment
A. L. Morraon. Clerk. Comusred ICR to JJO. beinu Numbered
1935 on the docket intention to make three year Proof,
in
Itht
either
that
and
are:
other
funds,
incorporators
any
special
Mtf
land
to
to
above
establish
claim
the
annual
of
an
Hits
P. O- Aiidreiui
Residence
consideration of a lump sum or
of said court.
STATE OK NEW MEXICO
W Davis. Gallun. New Mex.. Galiuo
premium or otherwise, and generally on Huch
That the general objects or said described, before U. S. Commissioner
Certificate of Comparion
terms and condit;ons as may be arranged.
la Moiu.
of America
Sutea
United
N. Oritgo, Gallup,
are to quiet and set at rest, at Gallup, McKinley Co., N. M., on
suit
and
trustee
of
ths
New
office
To
undertake
Mex.,
Mfi)
Gallup,
I
ss.
State of New Mexico
10th day of October, 1922.
Mlbiia.
receiver, whether official or otherwise, execuannexed
is
plaintiff s title, in and toio-w-the loiiow- - theClaimant
It is Hereby Certified, that the
R A lots, Gallup, New M"x., Galluu, New tor, administrator, guardian, aanign, registrar,
names as witnesses:
u
of
the
and
true
(lescriljeil
a
complete
full,
transcript
inp;
premises,
ajaka.
treasurer, and any other offices or situations
Sebastine B. Romero, of Gallup, N
Certificate of Stockholder.' Non Liability
of Lots Numbered Six (6), Seven (7),
of confidence or trust, and to perform and
of
of busineea d'scharge the duties and functions incident
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uaiiuii,
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Jmmw. and this corporation shall have ously or otherwise.
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(No. 11440)
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NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
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paving, one block from school. Everythi1
needed for

L.
Miss Minnie Summers, Mrs. Roy
,,ht..r Mildred returned
from a vacation spent in California.
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Center Coal Avenue at Second Street
--

Sead

Y-P-OR
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ThnrsrtnV TllITnt IOr
San Diego, Calif., where they will
visit Mrs, Van noosers uuuu
Mrs. M. A. Maloney and Mrs. J. A.
m:i.. u w;rl ond Mrs. Maloney
are remembered in Gallup as Misses
Marie and Dolly van Hooser.

a

.nnii

nt

nannlf!

were

pointed on Wednesday night
they motored out the Tohatchi

.nii.lnsinir

.BUSINESS

The Style Shop, Gallup's
est Store, Opens Its Doors

New--

killed.

The St. Agnes Guild met with Mrs.
Fred Meyers on Thursday.

TODAY MOMG

Miss Mary Willson is
home Sunday. Miss Willson
visiting Miss Nora Lannigan
wood, Calif., and Miss Ruth
in Long Beach, Calif.

expected
has been
in HollyDaugher-t- y

Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Carter of
aga due to leave for Seattle.
Wash., "where Mr. Carter has accepted
a position as electrician for a mining
Mr. Carter has been emcompany.
ployed at Mentmore for the past two
years. The Gallup Herald will go to
their new home at Seattle.
Ment-mor- e

at 9 a. mwhen the women
of Gallup are invited to a
new type of

Ready-to-We-

"BUY A LOT AND OWN A PART OF GALLUP

disap
when
road
dance.
Wells

uinaw
GOOD ROAD SAVES MILLIONS
at the Briscoe and
the
news
that
trading store the sad
Reach
dance was . postponed until Friday Mn With Tooli Enabled to
of
the par- learned. Some
ThrMttned Break In Levee and
night was
I
ramrifiA
4:
- lunches
Stop Rising Waters.
wiwuft"..
ilea imu 4LA..ktullif
and turned their disappointment into
the Vnltl 8UIM Dprtmnt
(FrMr4 tr of
ony picnics.
Acrlcullur.)
A federel ald road has just been comCfcartff Rnh RnHprta informs US
In Arkunwis which has already
flint noWloiilnra nf th double killinc pleted
of dollars to the comnillllonH
laved
S.
Bourne
at the mines in Arizona, W.
In
it Is built. Recently
which
and James McCJure botn Deing Kiiiea, munity
during high water in the MlHslsslppl
appears to have resulted from the
stinni nf McClure is abusing his word came to Helena, Art., that the
wife, to which Bourne took exception. levee at Old Town, 17 mlleg away,
The situation
The shooting followed, both being watt about to breuk.
i

On stopping

was critical. A few hours' delay and
thousands of acres of rich farming
land would be flooded, and possibly
many lives loHt. Helena was the only
source of aid, and many men with
tools and material were needed. Every
available motor vehicle was pressed
Into service and over 600 men, properly equipped for the work, were In a
ihort time speeding over the new road
to save the levee. They arrived In
the nick of time and by almost superhuman efforts dammed back the rising waters. Residents say that bad It
been necessary to make the trip over
the old road the levee could not have
been reached In time and that the
workers would have needed boats
rather than motor vehicles.

William Langhurst, eighteen-year-ol- d
son of Mrs. William Langhurst of
Cousins, N. M., was drowned in Riverside, Calif., while in swimming. The
body was shipped here for burial.
ROAD BUILDING

KENTUCKY

Store embracing
High Grade assortments

Miss Summers of the Summers Mil"In 1821 the people of Kentucky
linery and her father have returned
the flint Btute rond buildfrom their visit to California.
ing policy ever conceived in these
United Mutes," according to Edward
John H. Young is in Colorado 8. Jordan of the highways committee
Springs, Colo., on business. He ex- of the Natloniil Automobile C'huuiber
pects to return via Albuquerque in of commerce, speaking recently ut the
time to witness the Republican State
University of Kentucky.
convention.

of Dresses, Goats, Wraps,

Highway.
Margaret Hannett, little
An automobile highway, nvnlluble
daughter of Dr. J. W. Hannett, is for tourists, has been
completed in
PYIwtpfl fn return hnmA KiinHnv SIia
has been spending the summer holi Alaska, covering a distance of 270
days in tne tast visiting friends and miles, from Vnldez to KRirtmnks. The
scenic attractions nlong this highway
relatives.

Underwear, etc.
Exclusive but Not
Expensive

Courteous and
Sincere Service

Refunded
Liberal Exchanges

We beg the indulgence of the Gallup public
because of some of the Style Shop fixtures
are not yet installed, but the merchandise
that will greet you is QUALITY, STYLE
and PRICE and we simply could not allow
another day to pass without giving you the
benefit of immediate selection. So come

Tuesday, September 5th
and see what awaits you. Learn the meaning of our sloga- nEXCLUSIVE BUT NOT EXPENSIVE

are wild to be murvelous, because of
Mr. and Mrs. Max Contreras and canyons, dense forests, aud the wilchildren have returned from their derness of the surrounding regions.
month's
visit with relatives and
friends in the southern part of New
Mexico. They also visited at St.
Johns and Springerville.
Points in
Origin of Ostracism.
southern New Mexico visited included
At one period In the history of
Elephant Butte, Magdalena, Hillsboro,
Greece the people of Attica posLMKt vauey, kerning and Silver
City. sessed the power of
removing from the
without
Ktuie,
making a definite
The hope of the world is in keeping charge, any leader of the people likely
the spark of ambition alive and burn- to overthrow the government. This
ing in every human being.
When was so utilised Unit In time It became
men cease w improve tnemselves and the right to drive Into exile tiny pertheir conditions, society is in danger. son who hud become unpopiilur without much regiird to the cause of his
Axiom.
loss of populnrity. The derision wn
arrived nt by vote, ench citizen writ
lug his vote on n shell often nn oystoi
sMl. The (irook word for the shell,
expressed In our nlphnliet, is olnicini
nnd liecuiise the ottriiriui wiis used nf
B
ballot, the expelling of it person
from the state hy popular vote wns
culled ostracism, which means black
balling or expelling.
an-de-
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T

?
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One nf the mmt HotlnkM- -i ...
inal affairs of the season nH
miscellaneous shower for Miii

Wilmunder with Misses Frandj ii
Vivienne Evans as charming bosk'
Ench of the fnrtir.
a block for a blue bird quilt ttf ,
yi uiucicu men name in tile CCntt
the block.

t?

? Lunch
?
?
?
Boxes
?
?
?
Just received a new

The completed

nresented to Miss WilmmL. i
interesting contest was held to V
paper Diue Diras were shot frest t
wall. Each bird concealed i Ut
for the hunter. Ths raaAir.. j
fortunes caused much hilantj. I
quilt

j

f
k,..,4:..)1u
to carry out the blue bird schtmi
nlaci?
cards
erp nirnvM a w
Wilmunder and Mr, Prewitt wtl ft
TV,41

qK1a Mme

verse beneath:
Here's a hint for all to rememb
These two will wed in Septate!
The lovelv rifts were mwu'
the puest of honor in an enus

blue bird pie.
Daintv
- refreshmentu
.
to forty-liv- e
guests.
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ALL AMERICANS

mwj

"1

Mi

All strikers and all cititttL k
Herrin, 111., to Key West, Fit,
from Portland, Maine, to Peri
Ore., are invited to read the follm,
from President Harding's hkf
dence day speech:
"Liberty is pone in Amtritift
any man is denied by anybody
right to work and live by that r
It does not matter who denies,
American has the right to Ubottr
out any other's leave." Rutlui (V.
Herald.

it

:Sie

REX THEATRE

Long Alaskan

Miss

Suits, Furs, Millinery,
Blouses, Sweaters, Silk

BLUE BIRD SHOWQ

H

IN

Miss Hazel Arthur, teacher in the
Was Pint State to Conceive Idea of
Gallup public schools, is in Gallup
Highway Construction in the
from Gunnison, Colo., where she
United States.
spent her summer vacation.

ar

this at

McKINLEY COUNTY ABSTRACT
Conaervative INVESTMENT CO.
Saft

m
n
nf ' the
m.
Hie iujnouiitji Sniotv - - Methodist church will meet with Mrs.
W. G. Wilson on mursaay.

iCUALITY APPAREL FAIRLY PRICED
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Owner must sell, so lie has priced
$3,000.00 on easy terms.
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Witt, Robin and Tom Cousins
in Gallup to attend the funeral of
their friend, William Unburst.
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were in
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Chaves, this week.
arlliinrer bas returned to
his woik at Mine No. B.

Preserving Vegetables.
When dehydrated raw vegetables'
arc stored in airtight containers nt
ordinary temperatures
investigations
show that their moisture content Is un
Important factor in their preservation.
There Is a "critical moisture ( outwit"
below which the distinctive color nnd
taste Is retained unimpaired for upward of six months. For cabbage this
Is from 8 to 8.84
per cent ; for onions
from 5.74 to 0.64
There Is
more Injury from exposure to an atmosphere of comparatively high humidity at lower temperatures than
from slmlhir exposure in a
dry ab
mosphere. Scientific Amerlcun.

WEEK

PARAMOUNT

SUNDAY
DOROTHY D ALTON in
"THE WOMAN WHO
WALKED ALONE."

Educational

Two Reel

Co

edy,
edy, "CIRCUS DAYS."
WEEKLY NEWS.
MONDAY

Repeating
"THE WOMAN
-

WHO

WALKED ALONE."

TUESDAY
Ethel Clayton in
"THE CRADLE."
BUSTER KEATON ComM
"MY WIFE'S RELATIONS.
Burton Holmes Travel,
WEDNESDAY
Repeating
.
"THE CRADLE" and
"MY WIFE'S RELATIONS.
THURSDAY
Gloria Swanson and BoMl
Valentino in
"BEYOND THE ROCKS.

Snub Pollard Comedy,
"HOT OFF THE PRESS.
FRIDAY

Repeating
"BEYOND THE

ROCKS.

SATURDAY
Apnea Ayres in
"THE ORDEAL."
Christie Two Reel Comedy,
"HICKORY HICK."
WEEKLY NEWS.
Coming Sunday, September

Jackie

lW

Coogan in

"TROUBLE.''
The Beginning of The Bert
Circuit of Vaudeville,
FOUR FINE ACTS.

,
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t boxes, priced at the
tTt new prices.
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HIS REASON.

bj innii)
mailing up
a refractory creeper,
observed a lad
w'Im, T,g nim witn obvious interest.
! J
Well, mv vnnni,
U.
smilmKly, "are you trying to get a
nmt or two on gardening?"
"Nn " Buid l,1Jtl, ii.
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Are VOIl niirTiricf.!
w nee nit;
working like this?"
''No. I do be
to see what
a narsnn no Dai, waiting i
i
"won ie nammerB
his thumb."-L- os
Angeles Times.
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Wanted to Rent fvr
Residence. Leave
The Style Shop,
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Avenue and Second
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"sore" over the kind
.K!wfy8 gets.

of something
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